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Fr o m t h e Pr e s i d e n t ’ s d e s k

Unpacking Ramaphosa’s infrastructure ambitions

A

lthough not physically, the State of the Nation
Address (SONA) is one of the main
events in which ‘government meets civil
engineering’. During his 2022 SONA, President
Cyril Ramaphosa touched on the most important issues preventing this great nation from
flourishing. He recognised the unhappiness
of citizens, particularly in what led to the July
2021 civil unrest, and highlighted the need to
rebuild and reform to address the current crisis,
while providing long-term solutions.
With regards to civil engineering, Ramaphosa noted
the need to upgrade ports, provide water and sanitation, build
more dams, schools, student residences and homes, refurbish/rebuild
some 10 rail corridors, add 95 bridges, and upgrade rural roads. Of
course, the energy crisis and the need to build power-related infrastructure was also mentioned. On the surface, all seems to be moving
in the right direction, providing many opportunities for our industry.

THE ENERGY CRISIS
At the recent COP 26, South Africa was awarded funding that has
the potential to change the industry. However, we must ask what
happened between now and 2015, when South Africa signed the
Paris Agreement. Renewable energy should already be produced in
high volumes.
Ramaphosa indicated that the decarbonisation of the transport
sector should happen through the adoption of electric vehicles (EVs)
and hydrogen – technologies identified by many countries as positive
contributors to clean air and reduced global warming. But have we
properly investigated what this means in the South African context?
The obvious challenge in relation to EVs is the current energy
crisis. What happens if charging needs to happen during loadshedding, or if the sheer volume of EVs requiring power must compete
with industry and household electricity supply? Secondly, a shift to
EVs is only practical with renewable electricity. If coal is used, the
net changes to climate change will be negative.
Hydrogen also has its potential drawbacks: “Hydrogen may
be clean in its emissions, but its production can generate huge
amounts of greenhouse gases, which need to be factored in to get a
true understanding of its sustainability”.1
Finally, are we going to invest in both systems? Surely investing
in multiple energy systems cannot be financially efficient.

RURAL ROAD UPGRADES
As a transport engineer I feel compelled to reflect on the
President’s announcement that block paving will be used for rural
road upgrades. I recognise the various advantages of this paving
technique, such as the fact that instalment is labour intensive, and
refurbishment is affordable. However, in a country where rail assets
are not protected, the risk of block pavers being reallocated for
private use is significant.
The risk of floods due to climate change is another threat to
block paved infrastructure. This and the country’s trend of poor
Civil Engineering March 2022

maintenance could result in infrastructure becoming
unusable shortly after installation.
We need to invest in the identification of
new codes and standards for durable infrastructure. I have seen examples of sidewalks
in Cameroon that were built in the 1960s and
still look new today, despite heavy rains in
the corridor.

MAINTENANCE AND HUMAN CAPACITY
The word I was hoping to hear from the President
was “maintenance”. Unfortunately, I only heard it
referenced once. With crumbling infrastructure undermining
service delivery to citizens, maintenance should be at the top of the
agenda. It is not wise to invest in new infrastructure if we are not
able to maintain what we have.
On 8 February 2022 the Daily Maverick published a very interesting read by Prof. Tshilidzi Marwala who mentioned: “because of
this lack of maintenance, the water pipe burst, and water has been
gushing out for more than a year”. His article provides an interesting view on how more infrastructure was counterproductive for
our citizens.2
Ramaphosa noted that infrastructure provision (and maintenance) requires capacity in municipalities. To date, a lack of
capacity has paralysed many municipalities, leaving inhabitants
without services. While government builds capacity, we need
interim measures that monitor/audit civil infrastructure projects.
How about identifying infrastructure auditors to assist municipalities while they build capacity? President Ramaphosa, SAICE
can help!

GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
My final reflection on SONA relates to gender-based violence
(GBV). From a civil engineering perspective, we need to remember
that the environments we create, the roads that our people walk,
the location of taps and lack of accessible sanitation in rural areas,
as well as the designs of public transport stops, ranks and stations
are often at the core of GBV. I call on all of you working in this
space to review not only the civil engineering requirements, but
also the social impacts that follow.
Please CARE, while I repeat the call for 67 minutes of your time
each month, as described in my inauguration speech. Together, we
can make a huge difference.

REFERENCES
1	
https://ysjournal.com/hydrogen-vs-electric-which-is-thefuture-for-transportation/
2	
For want of an engineer. 2022. Daily Maverick.
Prof. Marianne Vanderschuren
SAICE President 2022
marianne.vanderschuren@uct.ac.za
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 	The TRM Piling System has earned an excellent reputation for providing safe, dependable, fast,
and high-quality deep foundation solutions, enabling many clients to unlock their full project
potential
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Choose the TRM Piling System

to unlock your full project potential
The TRM Piling System has been helping to improve and modernise the South African piling industry from the
time it was first introduced over a decade ago. Since then, the TRM Piling System has grown from strength to
strength and has been successfully installed on many challenging projects throughout South Africa and across
the African continent.

T

RM piled foundations have been chosen, designed, and
installed for road bridges, river bridges, high voltage
power line pylons, silos, tanks, heritage buildings, mines
(conveyors, processing plants, tanks, pipes), car dealerships, office
buildings, residential blocks and several types of power plants.
The modern TRM Piling System has been chosen and accepted
by many highly regarded professional entities including ACSA, Arup,
Zutari (previously Aurecon), BA Engineers, Bigen Africa, Greene
Group, DRA Global, EDS Engineers, Eskom, Jones & Wagener, Kantey
& Templer, MDCC, Moroff & Kuhne, Mosomo, Mott MacDonald,
Pierre Badenhorst Engineers, PRASA, Royal HaskoningDHV, Sasol,
SRK Consulting, VNA Consulting, Worley, and more.
By exceptional performance on all projects, backed by a
R180 million piling product insurance, the TRM Piling System
has deservedly earned an excellent reputation for providing safe,
dependable, fast, and high-quality deep foundation solutions,
enabling many clients (and their professional teams) to unlock
their full project potential.

TIME IS MONEY
Clients demand value for money, and time is money. Whether
a project involves filling hotel bedrooms, selling or renting

completed residential or commercial properties, opening new
roads and bridges, or creating/expanding facilities to increase
the productivity of a business, clients proceed on time-based
financial models.
Principal contractors choose the TRM Piling System to minimise risk of their project schedule overrunning and eroding their
profit margin.
Each advantage below brings significant time and/or cost
savings, making TRM piles an attractive, dependable, and
flexible solution.
QQ Remote sites:
QQ Mobilising compact TRM piling rigs is rapid and
cost-effective
QQ Fewer piling personnel required on site
QQ Far lower concrete volume needed
QQ Piling in several phases (often not consecutive) via multiple
site visits is cost-effective.
QQ Where piling must be performed within a narrow timeframe
(e.g. fully operational sites such as mines, shopping centres,
refineries, process plants, etc):
QQ Fast erection of the TRM piling rig (1 hour to commence
TRM pile installation)

TRM piling works in a remote
area, along an undulating road
with no platform works
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Fast production (150 m per rig shift) enables clients choosing to
fast-track their project to reduce P&Gs and bring forward cashflow generation from early completion (e.g. tenant occupancy
rent).
Restricted access sites:
QQ Fewer personnel undergo (often lengthy) on-boarding
QQ On-boarding schedule can often be shortened, enabling faster
overall works completion at a lower overall cost to the client.
Where site entrance, headroom and/or working space is limited:
QQ Compact TRM piling rigs can enter 3.5 m width/height and
install piles under 7 m headroom
QQ Versatile TRM piling rigs can access tricky working positions (e.g. in site corners, between live overhead electrical
cables, or past exposed service pipes) reaching down into
pilecap excavations.
Sites with variable and/or challenging soil conditions and/or limited
geotechnical information:
QQ Encountering unexpected, unstable soil and/or shallow groundwater has no impact on TRM pile installation speed or cost,
avoiding potentially significant delays and expenses incurred by
other piling systems using casings or slurries
QQ Simply adding TRM pile segments overcomes unexpected
deeper bedrock, with pile depth automatically adapting to the
in-situ bedrock level and quality at each pile position
QQ The versatile TRM Piling System is not deterred if actual geotechnical conditions differ from those expected and, if required,
can seamlessly switch design and installation between endbearing and friction piling systems in minimal time and without
major additional costs.
Sites with existing adjacent structures sensitive to vibration from
piling works:
QQ The TRM piling system is virtually vibration free, making it an
ideal choice near heritage buildings.
QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

TRM piling rig fitted with track pads
allowing tracking along roads without
causing damage to the road surface
Rebar cage ready and placed almost
immediately after pile installation

OTHER NOTABLE VERIFIABLE BENEFITS
Other notable, verifiable benefits enjoyed by clients who choose TRM
piles include:
QQ The TRM Piling System is inclusive of all pile head trimming works
as TRM piles are cut off at the specified final cut-off level during the
pile installation
QQ Being a full displacement piling system, TRM piles improve
and compact sub-soil making no piling spoil or mess, making
them advantageous at “reused” brownfield sites with possible
soil contamination
QQ Lightweight TRM piling rigs significantly reduce the working platform preparations required
QQ Compact TRM piling rigs require less working space, enabling more
rigs to be safely operated simultaneously on site to accelerate the
construction programme
QQ TRM piles require far fewer site operatives than other piling systems
QQ Designs are performed in-house and signed off by a professional
engineer (Pr Eng) at TRM Piling along with experienced design
engineers at Tiroler Rohre GmbH in Austria, making reference to
the substantial technical database compiled over 40 years of TRM
piling projects internationally
QQ TRM ductile piles are approved and detailed in EURO codes and
standards adopted in South Africa, and have been comprehensively
tried and tested in African conditions, including many successful
load tests
Civil Engineering March 2022

TRM pile installation close to a
running conveyor on a mine
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Main contractor casting pile caps and columns
while TRM pile installation is still in progress
QQ TRM piles can be designed and guaranteed for a structural

service life of up to 100 years backed by a €10 million
(R180 million) pile product insurance.

HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT
There can never be any compromise regarding health, safety, and
the environment. These rules are even more crucial in high-risk
working environments. Mining companies and their advisors
frequently select the TRM Piling System as it is both safe and
environmentally friendly. Mines set the benchmark in terms
of demanding the very highest site safety standards, as well as
requiring high productivity and quality of work.
TRM piles are manufactured from recycled scrap metal,
require greatly reduced concrete volumes, create no spoil or mess
(being full displacement piles) and are installed with virtually
zero wastage.
This all contributes to TRM piles being globally recognised as
very environmentally friendly.

TURNKEY VALUE SOLUTIONS USING GENUINE PRODUCTS
TRM Piling provides turnkey value engineering solutions, fully
inclusive of design, supply and installation of TRM piles, to
our clients (employers, quantity surveyors, engineers, project
managers, and principal contractors) to meet their deep
foundation needs.

UNLOCKING FULL PROJECT POTENTIAL
When a client first makes use of the TRM Piling System they may
not, at the commencement of works, know the full potential TRM

piles offer. But after witnessing firsthand the TRM Piling System
in action, clients recognise and appreciate all the advantages that
help to unlock the full potential of their upcoming projects.
Early involvement of TRM’s engineering team is welcomed, as
collaboration from an early stage enables time to implement ideas
and offers further significant cost and time savings.
The savings, based on 80% less reinforced concrete pilecap
volume, along with reduced excavation quantity and elimination
of major temporary platform works, often contribute to helping a
client unlock the full potential of a project.

GOING FORWARD
The company’s objectives remain unchanged since installing and
testing the first TRM piles in South Africa over a decade ago:
QQ Providing clients with the safest and best value-for-money
piled foundation solutions for their projects
QQ Exploring value engineering solutions with early collaboration
QQ Providing clients with TRM products and technical assistance
if they choose a “do-it-yourself” approach
QQ Building the business based on the loyalty established with
valued clients over the past decade.
Please contact TRM Piling to explore how we can help unlock
your project’s full cost and time saving potential.
For more information
Tyrone Shuttleworth
Business Director
tyrone@trmpiling.com
+27 (0)74 310 1111

Compact pilecaps
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Farewell and thank you to
my dear SAICE members
I

have chosen to leave SAICE at the end
of March to take on another role in
the civil engineering sector. This decision was not taken lightly and was made
with the comfort of knowing that we have
strong, motivated teams in the various
SAICE structures that are engaging with
you, our members, to enhance your careers and your value proposition to your
employers and civil society.
In addition, it helped to know that we
have a formidable team at National Office
that is aligned with SAICE’s growth
trajectory. Together we have progressed
the growth of the SAICE business across
several fronts that have made the institution stronger, despite the pandemic and
flat economic growth.
We have developed a SAICE strategy
that is currently in execution. This
strategy consists of various initiatives led
by capable volunteers and National Office
staff, and we have used a business scorecard approach to design and measure the
progress of the agreed initiatives.
The strategy resides with the
Membership Committee who will oversee
its execution and ensure it remains relevant. Volunteers from our branches, divisions and National Office departments
are leading the various initiatives that will
cascade into division and branch-specific
activities to ensure alignment. I urge you
to volunteer to support our industry in
the implementation of the strategy as
there is much work to be done.
Below I highlight some of SAICE’s
main initiatives and what you can
expect in 2022 and 2023.

DIGITISATION DRIVE
We have almost completed
phase 1 of our digitisation project which will be
launched in March
or April 2022
and provide
members with

an improved user experience unlike
anything in the past. The next phases of
the digitisation project that will follow will
further enhance your experience in all your
dealings with SAICE and create additional,
easily accessible engagement opportunities.
It has always been my goal to embrace the adoption and exploitation of
technology generally, and I encourage all
members to do the same.

TRAINING INITIATIVES
We launched the SAICE Academy in
2020 and are in the process of developing
content to assist in managing your
careers as you progress post professional
registration. We anticipate that the
SAICE Academy will become your home
to grow all the technical, business and
leadership capabilities necessary to adapt
and remain relevant in our ever-changing
world of work, and we have the support of
the Engineering Council of South Africa
(ECSA) for the concept.
In addition to the SAICE Academy, we
are building a platform to give opportunities to our younger members who may not
have meaningful employment and have
a reduced chance of finding employment
due to not being professionally registered.
With the support of ECSA, we have
developed the concept of simulated
training. It is currently at feasibility stage
and requires funding to work effectively.
However, infrastructure clients have
already come on board to provide the
projects, project data and technical leadership that will guide graduates towards
completing designs of existing infrastructure. The designs will be assessed and the
graduate will be required to write up the
experience and have it reviewed by technical leads in line with ECSA requirements.
We still need contractors to come on
board to assist with the construction and
management experience components
required to meet the remaining outcomes
related to site work.
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This process will help graduates to
learn and register with ECSA while they
look for employment.

BUILDING BRIDGES
A focus of mine has been building
relationships with industry leaders in consultancy, construction, voluntary organisations, councils within the built environment, academia, infrastructure agencies,
government and stakeholder groups such
as Construction Alliance South Africa. In
doing so I found that SAICE could better
perform its functions by having quality
relationships that foster support and help
align the industry to a common agenda
of growing a developmental state while
enhancing business between the public
and private sectors.
I have always aimed to ensure that
we work as a collective to get the system
of infrastructure delivery to work again.
It is anticipated that, should we succeed,
we will address unemployment in our industry while delivering the infrastructure
that society so desperately needs.
I trust that I will be leaving SAICE in
a better place than when I joined as CEO
two years ago. The Institution is poised to
grow its value proposition to members as it
continues to deliver on the agreed strategy.
I would like to thank you, the members, for believing in and supporting me
in my short tenure at SAICE, as well as
the volunteers (branches and divisions)
that have come to lead many initiatives,
National Office staff for their care and
responsiveness in dealing with queries,
and the SAICE Executive Board and
Council for their leadership.
I bid you farewell in my current capacity, but will continue to work towards
our common agenda in my new role.
Vishaal Lutchman
SAICE CEO
vishaal@saice.org.za
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Paying it forward
B
ettina Meyer startled her coworkers
with a yell when she found out
that she had won SAICE’s latest
Know Your Sector Competition. “I was
at the office when I opened and read the
email. I had to read it twice to make sure
I read it correctly – it’s not every day you
win R10 000. It was also a day after my
birthday, so it felt like an awesome birthday
gift, and a fantastic start to my Monday
morning,” she tells Civil Engineering.
Bettina’s key interest lies is “everything
water infrastructure” and she loves
solving problems. She is currently a civil
engineering at GLS Consulting where
she performs system hydraulic modelling
and master planning for water bulk and
reticulation networks. “Being an engineer
gives me the opportunity to contribute
to society in a tangible way. Being able

to contribute in a small part to ‘ensuring
available and sustainable management
of water and sanitation for all’ (SDG 6)
makes me enjoy what I do,” she says.
When she is not working, you’ll find
Bettina in the mountains hiking, or on
a court, field, or course playing tennis,
netball, frisbee or golf. She also enjoys
filming and editing fun videos.
In line with her adventurous nature,
Bettina will not be keeping her prize
money, but will instead be putting
together a treasure hunt with the R10 000
as the prize. The treasure hunt will take
place in Stellenbosch on 1 October 2022
and anyone can enter (visit https://www.
hiddentreasure.lawngames4you.co.za/
to register).
“This is my way of serving the community in a fun way. I hope the treasure

hunt will get the community to enjoy the
outdoors while going on an adventure in
Stellenbosch,” she says.
“Thank you so much to SAICE for
running the competition. It truly was an
awesome feeling winning it.”

Know Your Sector Competition

Stand a chance to win R10 000 in cash!
In this month’s edition of Civil Engineering we are continuing our Fun Quiz to promote knowledge of our industry service providers. Simply click
on the adverts (or the logos) of the participating companies to access their websites, and then search for the answers to the following questions:

Q1: MAPEI

Q4: Pile Dynamics

Q8: SAPPMA

MAPEI’s head office is located in which European
city?

Which software programs can be added to the
Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) for additional data
analyses?

What is SAPPMA’s aim and purpose?

Q2: Reinforced Earth
Is the following statement true or false? Our
design input is WITHOUT COST or COMMITMENT
– because our design costs are included on the
supply of RE materials.

Q5: AfriSam

Q3: Rocbolt Technologies
GEWI® and DYWIDAG® are registered trademarks
of Rocbolt Technologies and a joint venture
between DSI Underground and Jennmar. What is
the difference in the minimum ultimate load of a
32 mm DYWIDAG 950 bar and that of a GEWI 500
25 mm bar?

Which of the listed options is not a benefit of
using the Geberit BIM plug-in?

AfriSam’s High Strength Cement is ideal for
____________.

Q10: Trans-Africa Projects

Q6: CSV Construction

Q11: Icon Construction

What is the maximum length of continuous pipe
CSV Construction can install with one drive using
microtunnelling?

Name Icon Construction’s Managing Director.

Q12: Ctrack

Q7: TRM Piling System

Q13: JG Afrika

In which year was the TRM Piling System introduced to the South African market?

JG Afrika is celebrating ______ years of engineering and environmental excellence.

TO ENTER: Scan or click on the QR code to submit
your answers (submissions, one per reader, will
be collected until 15 April 2022, whereafter the
winner will be announced from a random draw).
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Q9: Geberit Southern Africa

How many countries has TAP done business with?

Ctrack is a global leader in _______________.

PS: Advertisers who wish to capitalise on the reader
attention here by including their marketing messages into
our monthly Fun Quiz should please contact Barbara Spence
(barbara@avenue.co.za / 011 463 7940 / 082 881 3454).
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L e t t e r fr o m t h e e d i to r

A lesson in business reform
When President Cyril Ramaphosa delivered his latest State of the Nation Address, he acknowledged a longstanding need to clear bureaucratic obstacles and facilitate private enterprise.

A

ddressing the nation, Ramaphosa noted that, “The key
task of government is to create the conditions that will
enable the private sector – both big and small – to
emerge, to grow, to access new markets, to create new products,
and to hire more employees.”
He went on to say that government is in the process of
reviewing the Business Act (71 of 1991), along with other legislation that affects SMMEs, to reduce the regulatory burden on
informal businesses. A dedicated unit is also being set up in The
Presidency to improve the business environment for companies of
all sizes by reducing red tape.
“There are too many regulations in this country that are unduly
complicated, costly and difficult to comply with. This prevents
companies from growing and creating jobs,” said Ramaphosa.
He added, “The red tape team will identify priority reforms
for the year ahead, including mechanisms to ensure government
departments pay suppliers within the required 30 days. The team
will also work with other departments and agencies to unblock
specific obstacles to investment and business growth. It will support current initiatives to simplify processes relating to property
registration, cross-border trade and construction permits.”

EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
Ramaphosa’s acknowledgement of the regulatory challenges facing
South African businesses was welcomed by the private sector.
Despite substantial improvements since 2015, South Africa
only ranks 84th out of 190 countries in the World Bank’s latest
Doing Business 2020 report. South Africa scored just 67 out of
100 points and achieved poor rankings in several areas including
starting a business (139 out of 190), getting electricity (114 out of
190), and trading across borders (145 out of 190).
Structural inefficiencies and red tape have long been lamented
as major stumbling blocks, and South Africa could learn a lesson
from Rwanda when it comes to ease of doing business.
Rwanda remains the second easiest place to do business in
Africa (after Mauritius) and ranked 38th globally in the World
Bank Doing Business 2020 report. The country dropped nine positions from 29th last year because of a change in the World Bank’s
methodology, but has nonetheless made significant improvements
since it ranked 143rd in 2009. In fact, Rwanda was named “world’s
top reformer” in the Doing Business 2010 report – the first time
an African country ever received the title.

The improvement in Rwanda’s rankings follows an intense
focus on cutting corruption and encouraging entrepreneurship
by improving and reforming regulatory quality to create incentives for doing business. In doing so it has been able to shift its
labour force from a relatively large informal economy to the
formal economy.
It now takes just four days to start a business in Rwanda and
there is no minimum capital requirement.
The World Bank lists some of the positive changes made over
the last few years (among many others) as:
QQ Rwanda made starting a business easier by exempting newlyformed small and medium enterprises from paying the trading
licence tax for their first two years of operation.
QQ Rwanda made dealing with construction permits faster by
reducing the time to obtain a water and sewage connection.
QQ Rwanda improved the reliability of power supply by upgrading
its power grid infrastructure.
QQ Rwanda reduced the time required to export and import
by implementing the Single Customs Territory, risk-based
inspections, and online certificates.
QQ Rwanda made enforcing contracts easier by issuing new rules
of civil procedure which limit adjournments to unforeseen
and exceptional circumstances and establish a simplified
procedure for small claims.
QQ Rwanda strengthened minority investor protections by
making it easier to sue directors, clarifying ownership
and control structures and requiring greater corporate
transparency.
QQ Rwanda made starting a business easier by improving the
online registration one-stop shop and streamlining postregistration procedures.
It is clear that Rwanda is doing something right, and if President
Ramaphosa is serious about improving South Africa’s ease of
doing business, it might be worth studying how
a country like Rwanda has transformed its
business environment.
Danielle Petterson
Editor: Civil Engineering
danielle@saice.org.za

“There are too many regulations in this country that are unduly complicated,
costly and difficult to comply with. This prevents companies from growing
and creating jobs.”
Civil Engineering March 2022
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S t r u c t u r al e n g i n e e r i n g

International collaboration
on the School of Design
Thinking free-form roof at UCT
Andrew Spottiswoode Pr Eng
Managing Director
LEAF Structures
andrew@leafstructures.co.za

Jack Mghie
Owner and Director
Fluid Project Management

Gregory Skeen Pr Eng
Director: Programme Management
UCT Properties & Services
greg.skeen@uct.ac.za

Design thinking is a globally recognised creative approach to solving
complex problems. The process draws on collaboration in diversity while
aiming to foster a deeper understanding of problems to ensure impactful
responses. This approach has been embraced in the innovative design
and construction of the Hasso Plattner School of Design Thinking at the
University of Cape Town (UCT).

S

ince its inception in 2015, the Hasso
Plattner School of Design Thinking
(d-school) has been temporarily
located at the UCT Graduate School of
Business V&A Waterfront campus. Now, a
new building for Africa’s first school dedicated to design thinking is officially under

This building provides the impetus for the d-school to grow continuously
to become the African centre of excellence in design-led thinking. It aligns
with UCT’s Vision 2030 to position itself as a global university in Africa,
focused on unleashing human potential for a fair and just future.
– The Hasso Plattner Foundation

construction on UCT’s middle campus
near Rondebosch, with the project team
having broken ground in October 2020.
The Hasso Plattner Foundation of
Germany is funding the new building,
which will play a strategic role as part of
UCT’s Vision 2030. Only two other institutions worldwide – Stanford University
in the United States and the University
of Potsdam in Germany – have similar
d-schools located on their campuses.
The d-school approach is a move
away from the traditional lecture theatres
to developing spaces and teaching
environments that drive co-creation,
The new UCT School of Design
Thinking nearing completion
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The structural engineer, Welby Solomon Civil Engineers (WSCE), and
the specialist design and build roof contractor, LEAF Structures, were
informed by the design brief: “when entering the d-school one must get
a feeling that this is a different learning environment”, “at the entrance
you must feel the energy”, “spaces may be repurposed as the d-school
evolves”, “there must be good natural lighting”, and “a visitor to the
d-school must be able to find the building and entrance easily”.
collaboration, and innovation. This results
in a space where industry and students
from different faculties and disciplines
can learn to work together in multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary teams on
real-world, complex challenges.
The d-school’s new home at UCT
will have multiple floors and a standout
architectural and interior design. The new
four-storey building aims to be the first
6-star Green Star-rated academic building
in Africa. Environmental sustainability is
an essential value for UCT, which aligns
well with the Hasso Plattner Foundation’s
values, and this project was able to be
ambitious in its green building objectives
by going well beyond UCT’s minimum
requirement for new buildings (4-star),
targeting a 6-star green building rating
which equates to ‘World Leadership’
according to the Green Building Council
South Africa (GBCSA).
D-school staff are expected to occupy the building in June 2022 with the
official grand opening scheduled for
October 2022.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The first step in the initial brief development of the project was a visit by the
architect KMH and the UCT d-school
leadership to the existing d-school
facilities in Stanford, USA and Potsdam,
Germany to meet with the leadership of
these two facilities and to observe the
teaching programmes and how the spaces
in the respective facilities are utilised.
An important facet of the d-school’s
approach to the building, its internal layout
and its fit-out, is that these are seen primarily as a means to enable creative behaviour of students. This philosophy has been a
key driver of the design development of the
building. Proper functionality is a given, but
how each element of the building influences
the behaviour of its occupants is paramount.
This facet of the design development has
been the most interesting and challenging
Civil Engineering March 2022

component of the process, which has been
unusually iterative, since each space and
element needs to be considered from two
viewpoints:
1. Does this space or element optimise
architectural function, aesthetics and
buildability?
2. How does this space or element
positively influence the behaviour of
the students, and does it promote and
encourage design thinking?
Maximum flexibility and the option to
prototype and remodel spaces are also
imperative design considerations. In addition to this, the building is targeting a
maximum 6-star rating from the GBCSA
which has required interventions such
as thermally activated building systems,
which regulate the temperature of the
thermal mass of the concrete floor slabs
to control the indoor environment,
instead of deploying conventional climate
control systems.

DESIGN COLLABORATION
The architect was selected by way of an
architectural competition conducted by
UCT. The concept put forward by the
selected architect, KMH Architects, was
one containing a prominent, organically
curved large span roof. Upon appointment
of the architect, this concept was immediately interrogated to understand the
roof-related procurement, design, manufacture, and installation requirements.
Initial concepts proposed welding the
domed steelwork in situ, however, the required member sizes and the complexity
of in-situ installation made it immediately
apparent that alternative options needed
to be considered. A free-form roof structure was the obvious alternative; however,
these are rare in South Africa and after
initial investigation it was found that there
was just a single contractor in the country
that was capable of such an installation.
A proposal was put forward to UCT
Procurement to enter into a negotiation

with LEAF Structures as the sole provider
of free-form structures in South Africa,
which was approved. LEAF Structures
was issued a letter of intent to appoint
as design, supply and install contractor.
Additionally, LEAF’s early engineering
input was required in the development
of the design of the roof, and so they
were also appointed for design-assist
services and integrated into the professional team in the design development
of the free-form roof, providing design
guidance to both the architect and
structural engineer.
By combining KMH Architect’s
unique building design with LEAF
Structures’ innovative gridshell feature
element and Haw & Inglis’ installation
experience, the team was able to leverage
the expertise from each party, while also
employing design thinking in the building’s creation. The interdisciplinary team
collaborated at each step in the project to
create a world-class building capable of
cultivating design thinking.

FREE-FORM ROOF STRUCTURE
One of the striking elements of the
building is the 75 m long glass clad steel
gridshell structure. From early in the
concept development phase, this gridshell
was identified as an important feature of
the building. At the atrium the gridshell
acts as a skylight, bringing light into the
building and assisting with the building’s
6-star green rating, but also as a canopy
spanning over the entrance façade and
folding down to the ground. This creates a
welcoming indoor/outdoor space in which
the d-school community and members of
the greater UCT campus could meet.
From the atrium, the gridshell wraps
around the eastern and western sides of
the building to form two high-level canopies, each supported by a concrete parapet
and three steel tree columns. Since the
d-school is located on a triangular site
with high foot traffic passing the eastern
and western sides of the building, these
canopies function as beacons, encouraging students to enter the building, while
also beautifully rounding out the sharp
corners of this triangular building.
To bring this concept to life, LEAF
needed to leverage both its local and
international knowledge and experience
on how to design, supply and install freeform gridshell feature elements. LEAF
carried out the detailed design on three
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Outdoor/indoor space created at the main
entrance to the d-school (Credit: KHM Architects)

continents with
assistance from
Novum Structures.
Materials were sourced
both locally and globally.
The gridshell structure is made up
of 252 unique galvanised rectangular
hollow steel beams with custom cast end
adapters welded to each side. These beams
Initial rendering of the d-School illustrating the
gridshell structure (Credit: LEAF/Novum)

MEMBER 135

are site bolted to custom machined steel nodes
with two grade 10.9 tensioned M24 bolts.
To reduce reaction forces due to changes in
temperature of the steel roof structure and to
simplify the installation, the gridshell structure
was divided into three sections. Each section
was designed to behave independently, without
comprising the continuity of the overall gridshell
structural system. Reaction forces from the
gridshell are passed into the concrete building
structure via a series of pinned and laterally sliding
connections.
The final form of the gridshell was tweaked
in the detailed design phase to ensure adequate
slope for drainage and to distribute the forces more
evenly throughout all the gridshell members.
During the initial design collaboration with
KHM Architects, the decision was made to use a
large ~4.5 m structural grid. This meant that the

MEMBER 195

MEMBER 172

NODE 181
MEMBER 145

A typical gridshell junction, consisting of one freeform node and multiple steel beams
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Atrium gridshell structure
under construction

structure is lighter and more transparent
than a typical free-form grid. However,
it introduced an additional challenge for
the glazing, as the large structural grid
exceeded the maximum width of a single
glass panel. To solve this problem, four
triangular glass panels were used in each
triangular structural grid opening. The
middle glass panel is point supported at
each corner via stainless steel rotules,
while the surrounding three panels are
supported on two sides with edge clamps.
To transfer load between the adjacent
glass panels, “floating” edge clamps
were used. A total of 521 laminated glass
panels, each consisting of two fully tempered 10 mm clear glass lites with a low-e
coating and 50% coverage dot frit were
used on this project.
To account for various loading conditions on the glass, a series of nonlinear
finite element calculations were carried
out on selected glass panels.

Typical one-way sliding
pinned connection

MAIN CONTRACTOR AND
ROOF INSTALLATION
While the collaborative design phase put
this project on the path to success, the
on-site collaboration and attention to detail by Haw & Inglis (general contractor)
and LEAF’s installation teams were
Civil Engineering March 2022

Typical gridshell
node connection
(using Novum FF-System)
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equally important factors to this project’s
overall success. Managing, sorting,
and installing thousands of unique
components is a difficult task. However,
with a competent team working in a
collaborative manner, this complex task
was broken down into a series of simple
steps, which were implemented diligently
and successfully.
This entire process was further
complicated by the Covid-19 pandemic,
which severely impacted the movement
and availability of materials, putting great
pressure on the project timeline. Since the
roof installation was required to close the
building envelope to allow for building

Internal axial forces within the gridshell structure

PSG system and ECG system used to support the glass (Credit: Novum Structures)

finishes to commence, its installation was
thus on the project critical path.
A further installation challenge was
posed by the limited site space. The
construction site only allowed for a single
tower crane, which limited the speed
at which the glass could be installed, as
the installation of the larger glass panels
required the use of the crane to hold each
panel in position while being fixed to the
steel subframe. In addition, the installation could not be undertaken in damp or
windy conditions. As a result of these factors, accelerating the installation process
was not possible. To mitigate the risk of
delays, the contractor was instructed to
install temporary waterproofing measures
and hoardings to cordon off areas of the
building from the weather and permit the
internal fit-out work to continue.
LEAFLogo(full).JPG

Glass panel layout and arrangement within a single triangular steel grid (Credit: LEAF Project
Drawings)
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Interior rendering showing the steel gridshell and
the combination of edge clamped and point
supported glass (Credit: LEAF/Novum)

Glass panel installation underway

Nonlinear finite element analysis of the glass panel under a 100 kg maintenance point load (left image: stress plot; right image: deflection plot)

CONCLUSION
This building will form a new centre
of excellence at UCT and will help
to create an environment in which
collaboration and new ideas can
flourish. Closely aligned to the ethos
of the d-school, the project was made
possible via innovative and collaborative
thinking and t eamwork, as well as
systematisation and careful coordination
of the installation.
The result is a building capable
of encouraging and eliciting design
thinking, with the structure itself
providing a learning opportunity, as the
exposed gridshell allows students to see
first-hand how the building fits together.
It also ties into the collaborative idea
that through teamwork individuals
can create something meaningful.
This integrates well with UCT’s goal of
being a “living laboratory”, a campus
where students and staff can interact
Civil Engineering March 2022

with research and real-life examples in
their fields – in this case, an innovative
structure, designed, fabricated, and
built via an international collaboration,
with environmental sustainability
at its core.

This article was compiled with the
assistance of Jonathan Ray, Partner at KHM
Architects, and Richard Perez, Director of the
Hasso Plattner School of Design Thinking
at UCT.

Installation of the freeform steel structure
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Nike Shapa Soweto:
for a new generation of athletes
The Nike Shapa Soweto project involved the design and construction of a new multi-disciplinary sports and
community centre, based in Soweto, Johannesburg. Among other amenities, the facility includes a 400 m
running track, two FIFA-accredited football fields, two indoor soccer fields, a professional skate park, a basketball
court, a social yard, a makers’ studio as well as a training and dancing academy.
Zeenat Karrim Pr Eng
Managing Director
Aspire Consulting Engineers
info@aspireconsulting.joburg

Praveer Parbhoo Pr Eng
Technical Director
Aspire Consulting Engineers
info@aspireconsulting.joburg

I

n true “Nike style”, Shapa Soweto will
be powered by a strong Nike collective
including athletes, trainers, choreographers, celebrated footballers, and local
sports coaches. The facility has been built
with the purpose of providing equal access
to sports for children living in underprivileged communities, where leisure activities
are often disrupted by the quest to fulfil
basic needs. The programme also includes
a drive to create safe spaces for women,
enabling access, growth, and development
of female athletes across all sporting codes.
Shapa Soweto is the place for the next
generation of athletes, culture shapers,
and fashion makers to come together and
do what they do best. This article outlines
the creativity and intense efforts made
by the professional team in bringing this
incredible project to life.

BACKGROUND
The Shapa Soweto project is a flagship
project for Nike and has been established
on the ethos that sport has the power to
change the world and thrives off connecting and uniting people.
Shapa Soweto started during the
South African 2010 FIFA World Cup as
a world-class football training facility for
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The social yard at night

footballers in Soweto. The facility was
aimed at bringing together the highest
quality trainers and coaches to inspire
youth through sport while teaching them
important life skills and contributing to
their overall development. The facility
was extremely well used at first but began
losing support over time as it failed to
pique the interest of the wider community.
An intense renovation and relaunch
of Shapa Soweto was therefore commissioned by Nike in 2021 with the aim
of creating a facility that gives young
people the creative freedom to discover
the sports and activities that move and
inspire them.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of the project was to create a
training facility that speaks to the community and inspires youth and female
athletes to engage and unite in sports and
activities. Nike, being a world leader in
quality and innovation, decided that this
project needed to be a landmark in the
area and thus employed a professional
team to think outside the box and come
up with a design that would represent
Nike’s bold presence in the area.
Grit (Noun) : “Courage and determination
despite difficulty”
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The 8 m long cantilever “flick” at the main pedestrian entrance

7 m rammed earth tower in the skate park

The theme chosen for the project was
“Grit”, a word that resonates with courage
and determination. The project team
took it upon themselves to create a facility
that embodied this theme. This speaks to
the raw and natural choice in materials
throughout the facility such as the rammed
earth walls, a rebar-tilled canopy structure,
smooth and rough concrete surfaces as
well as the wooden cladding feature that
can be seen on the main building faÇade.

CHALLENGES AND INNOVATIONS
The project scope involved renovation
works to the existing football training
facility as well as the introduction of a
new social yard, skate park, running track,
two five-a-side soccer fields and two new
FIFA-accredited football fields.

Main building renovations

The social yard canopy
The social yard space offers the community an event area and break-away space
from the hustle and bustle of Soweto. The
space has been created as a shaded area
that overlooks a central basketball court
which can double up as an entertainment
venue when required. The main feature in
the social yard is an enormous bright red
structural steel canopy that immediately
grabs your attention.
The structure is approximately
2 500 m2 in size and comprises a network
of tubular girders and bracing members
that soar over the social yard. The
frame also incorporates an impressive
8 m long cantilever “flick” at the main
pedestrian entrance of the facility that

embodies Nike’s commitment to creativity
and innovation.
The 750 mm deep structural girders
that create the superstructure run in
two directions and were factory welded
together in assemblies of 12 m to 23 m in
length. Aspire Consulting took the transporting of these girders into consideration
and strategically designed and positioned
the bolted connections between the
various girders in such a way that the
entire structure could be assembled on
site like a Meccano set, and went as far
as providing the steel contractor with an
installation sequence manual.
The team worked relentlessly on the
design of this structure to ensure that
the column and girders were spaced out

View of the Nike Shapa Soweto training
facility from the sports field

The renovation of the existing football
training facility involved a full reconfiguration of the interior layout of the building
and the construction of an additional floor
within the building itself. The new floor level
needed to “float” within the space as additional columns were not allowed owing to
the area’s use for dance and training studios.
Aspire Consulting designed shallow steel
trusses that spanned over 10 m and carried
precast hollow-core slabs. The use of trusses
rather than castellated beams allowed for
greater head heights within the spaces and
also proved to be a more cost-effective solution. The diagonals of the trusses were configured in such a way that the mechanical
ducting and ventilation requirements could
fit through them. The combination of structural steel and precast sections allowed for
speedy and quality construction wherein the
structural elements and soffits of the slabs
could remain exposed.
Civil Engineering March 2022
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The social yard canopy from above

in such a way that global stability of the
structure was obtained without compromising any of the views of the court area
from below. Structural members were
hidden within kiosks, gym equipment
and even advertisement boards to ensure
that the structure was as open as possible.
In addition to the above, the connection
detailing was carefully thought out as the
architects insisted on having connections
that were as small as possible.
The structural frame was then cladded
with bright red 3D triangles made of
rebar. The cladding involved bending and
welding six strands of Y8 reinforcement
bars together to form a band. Each triangle
was then formed by welding 30 of these
bands of varying sizes together in a 3D
triangular shape that resembles the geometry of the Nike logo. The tiles were approximately 2 m × 4 m in size and weighed
200 kg each. Over 400 of these tiles were
then hung from the social yard canopy to
create an intricate web-like structure that
provides shade for the social yard.
Another challenging aspect of the
project was in the creation of these rebar
bands, as the Y8 bars had to be bent to a
degree that was not possible using conventional machines. Stewart and Llyods

The cladding involved bending

The social yard under construction

forged special pins that allowed them to
bend the rebar into shape and spent over
two months creating the strands needed
for the cladding structure. The Shapa
Soweto social yard canopy is one of the
world’s first uses of rebar as a cladding
material and the raw look and feel of the
steel speaks to the “grit” theme of the
social park.

The skate park
The social space shaded by the canopy
incorporates an outdoor gym and running
track that wraps around a large skate
park. The skate park layout was designed
by a local professional skateboarder and
includes a one-of-a-kind skating bowl in
South Africa.
The rammed earth Nike tower that
rises out of the skate park forms a key feature of the skate park and is an impressive
7 m tall. The concrete work to the skatepark included intricate curves and shapes
which was all laid by hand. The riding
surface had to be completely smooth, and
joints had to be strategically positioned to
avoid cracking of the skating surface.
The social yard and skate park are
surrounded by a combination of tall
off-shutter reinforced concrete walls

and exposed rammed earth walls. The
rammed earth walls were created from
local soils and bring an earthy and natural
feel to the space for all to enjoy.

CONCLUSION
The Nike Shapa Soweto project was
handed over to the client in December of
2021 and was completed within time and
budget. The project is yet to be formally
launched by Nike but has been in operation since January 2022.
The community of Soweto has bought
into the facility and is actively involved
in making Shapa Soweto a success.
The facility plans to deliver afterschool
programmes that will impact over 300
children across a variety of sports and give
communities direct access to pro-athletes
and trainers. The project is an exemplar
of what private-public partnerships
can achieve.
The same energy and optimism
that ran through the professional team,
contractors, and community members
involved in the project now resonates
within the walls of the building itself.
In the words of Caster Semenya: “First
you build the human, then you build the
athlete, and then you build the leader.”

Project Team

and welding six strands of Y8

Civil and structural engineering:

reinforcement bars together to

Architects:

form a band. Each triangle was

Electrical engineering:

then formed by welding 30 of these

Mechanical and fire engineering:

Aspire Consulting Engineers
C76 Architects
One World Consulting
Polygon Projects

Main contractor:

Billet Construction

bands of varying sizes together in a

Steel construction (cladding and specialist items):

Estee Automation

3D triangular shape that resembles

Steel construction:

the geometry of the Nike logo.

Steel reinforcement supply:
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The Msunduze River Bridge under construction

Bridging the gap between
emerging and established contractors
Santosh Soobryan Pr Eng
Resident Engineer – Msunduze River Bridge
Naidu Consulting
santosh.soobryan@naiduconsulting.com

Nhlonipho Nzimande
Assistant Resident Engineer –
Msunduze River Bridge
Naidu Consulting
nhlonipho.nzimande@naiduconsulting.com

Kevin Volmink Pr Eng
Sector Manager – Construction
Naidu Consulting
kevin.volmink@naiduconsulting.com

T

he project’s successful completion has not only provided new
infrastructure, improving the
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The Msunduze River Bridge is a four-span reinforced concrete river bridge
straddling a total of 65 m over the Msunduze River in the Mandeni Local
Municipality in the iLembe District Municipality. Completed in November
2021 with a construction value of R31.2 million, the project included the
construction of the bridge, the upgrade of the gravel Local Road L3110,
and the upgrade of the road’s associated stormwater infrastructure.
level of service delivery for the Nyoni
and neighbouring communities, but has
also realised significant initiatives that
have uplifted and developed the skills of
local community members and targeted
enterprise contractors.
The project targets for job creation,
targeted enterprise development, as well
as training and skills transfer were all
exceed through a collaborative effort
of the KwaZulu-Natal Department of

Transport, Naidu Consulting and Icon
Construction. This was realised through
detailed planning, social facilitation, and
the implementation of labour-intensive
construction principles.

TARGETED ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING
Targeted enterprise development is aimed
at exposing emerging contractors to a
structured entrepreneurial development
March 2022 Civil Engineering

Re-gravelled access road

programme and to provide proactive
management support with on-the-job
practical training and mentorship. The
outcome is to ensure that emerging contractors develop their commercial, managerial, practical and administrative skills,
enabling them to take on more complex
construction projects and encouraging
growth from a micro-enterprise to an
established contractor.
Five targeted enterprise subcontractors were employed on the Msunduze
River Bridge project to undertake the
following activities:
QQ Two CIDB grade 1CE PE – Drainage,
guardrails and landscaping
QQ One CIDB grade 2CE PE – Gabions
QQ One CIDB grade 3CE PE – Bulk
earthworks

QQ One CIDB grade 4CE PE – Concrete

and reinforcing.
All five of the targeted enterprise subcontractors completed their scope of work
with a high degree of quality and within
the scheduled timeframes. As a result
of the successful completion of their
works as well as the development and
training opportunities received, two of
the targeted enterprise subcontractors are
now in a position to upgrade their CIDB
grading status.
CETA-accredited training was
provided to all targeted enterprise
subcontractors, with on-site training and
mentorship provided by the principal
contractor, Icon Construction. Each of
the targeted enterprise subcontractors
was afforded the opportunity to select

and attend two training modules from the
following options:
QQ Site management procedures
QQ Site administration procedures
QQ Management of construction
resources
QQ Legal requirements for construction
contracts
QQ Tendering for construction contracts
QQ Development of construction work
plans.
Following the completion of the training
modules, the targeted enterprise subcontractors were required to put their theoretical training into practice while implementing their construction scope of work,
ensuring the complete understanding of
the knowledge gained in relation to actual
construction implementation.
The completed Msunduze River Bridge
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The targeted enterprise subcontractors’ scope of construction work had
varying degrees of complexity. Some
complex construction aspects included
bridge construction related concrete
works such as pile caps, piers, abutments
and parapets. With the continuous
mentorship and practical training
provided by the principal contractor, the
emerging contractors were successful in
overcoming the construction challenges
associated with complex construction methods, while strictly adhering
to quality control, and programme
related constraints.
The Covid-19 pandemic presented a
challenge to the project programme and
had the potential to have a significant
financial impact on the contractor and
subcontractors on the project. Despite
the restrictions to combat Covid-19,
the contractors were able to complete
the project on time, within budget and
with minimal impact on achieving the
project goals.
The Msunduze River Bridge
project has surpassed the 35% contract

participation goals (CPG) expenditure
target, which is a contract participation
target for targeted enterprises, and has
achieved a 52% CPG expenditure. This
has shown that the development of
targeted enterprise subcontractors can be
implemented and successfully achieved,
regardless of the complexity and nature of
the project.
45 new job opportunities were created on the project by the employment
of personnel from the local community
by the principal contractor as well as
the targeted enterprise subcontractors.
The project had an employment target
of 40 new job opportunities which was
exceeded by almost 13%. The personnel
employed from the local community
received CETA-accredited training before
commencing work, as well as in-service
training during the project. Furthermore,
10 youth were trained as part of the
National Youth Services Programme and
received theoretical training, followed by
on-site practical training.
The local community also benefited
from various other corporate social

development initiatives on the project which
included the donation of computer equipment and soccer kits to a local football club.

PROJECT OUTPUT VS
PROJECT OUTCOME
For engineers, there is always a sense of
pride in realising the output of a design.
A greater sense of accomplishment,
however, comes with seeing the outcome
of a project, which contributes to the improvement of the quality of life in society.
The job creation, targeted enterprise
development, as well as training and skills
transfer initiatives implemented on projects such as the Msunduze River Bridge
heightens this sense of accomplishment as
it allows for the upliftment of local communities and the development of small
businesses, actively contributing to our
development as a nation.
The adage, “If you give a man a fish,
you feed him for a day but if you teach a
man to fish, you feed him for a lifetime”
rings true through the successful
completion of projects like the Msunduze
River Bridge.
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The Omaruru River Bridge

Omaruru River Bridge: repairing
severely deteriorated infrastructure
When the Omaruru River Bridge deteriorated to the extent that its
integrity was severely compromised, a solution had to be found to restore
the bridge and reduce water ingress through the deck to combat the
location’s extremely harsh environmental conditions.

T

he design to upgrade the salt road
between Swakopmund and Henties
Bay in Namibia to a bituminous
paved road began in 2015. Investigations
for the design revealed that the Omaruru
River Bridge on this route had suffered
severe concrete damage. The damage was
a result of the harsh environmental conditions in the area and salt water sprayed on
the approach roads.
This harsh environment created ideal
circumstances for rapid chloride ingress
and the inevitable corrosion of the steel
reinforcement. The Omaruru River
Bridge is located approximately 5 km from
the coast. The climate varies from very
warm and dry (when wind blows from
the inland of Namibia) to wet, misty and
very cold (when wind blows from the
Atlantic Ocean). The approach road is a
salt road, which had to be sprayed with
salt water daily.
Civil Engineering March 2022

The bridge was constructed in 1980, and
in 1992, merely 12 years later, comprehensive concrete repairs had to be performed.
Over the following 23 years, the bridge
deteriorated even further to the extent that
its integrity was severely compromised.
Repairing the Omaruru River Bridge
on the road between Henties Bay and Uis
formed part of a larger project for the
Roads Authority of Namibia to upgrade
the following roads in the Erongo Region
to bitumen standards:
QQ MR44: Swakopmund to Henties Bay
QQ MR76: Henties Bay to Uis to Kamanjab.
Bicon and Zutari were appointed as a joint
venture for the detailed design, tender
documentation, contract management
and site supervision services of this
project. The key question was whether
it would be possible to repair the bridge
sustainably. A holistic approach was followed to find a solution that would create

Johan Kotzé Pr Eng
Technical Director, Civil Structures Lead
Zutari
jckotze@zutari.com

Sachin Ravjee
Bridge Engineer
Zutari
sachin.ravjee@zutari.com

Paul Mavundla
Bridge Engineer
Zutari
paul.mavundla@zutari.com

an enduring structure and maintain and
improve the main access route for the
communities around the area.

ASSESSMENT OF ORIGINAL BRIDGE
The original bridge was 11 m wide.
It consisted of two road lanes, each
3.7 m wide, two shoulders, each 1.2 m
wide, and NJ-type parapets on either
side of the bridge, each 0.6 m wide (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 1 Photo from the top of the bridge,
downstream towards the Atlantic Ocean

Figure 2 Cross section of the original bridge deck

A visual inspection of the Omaruru
River Bridge revealed that the pier columns and abutments were in good condition overall and that there was only minor
spalling in some areas. However, sections
of the concrete deck and pier heads had
deteriorated where water concentrated
on the deck and ultimately flowed over
concrete elements. The following notable
defects were identified during the visual
inspection:

Figure 3 Spalled concrete
at end of pier seating beam
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QQ Spalled concrete at the ends of the

pier and abutment seating beams as a
result of water leaking through deck
joints (see Figures 3 and 4)
QQ Parapets in poor condition due to the
corrosion of reinforcement (see Figure 5)
QQ Spalled concrete at the inside faces of
the end beams due to blocked drainage
holes (see Figure 6)
QQ Spalling and reinforcement corrosion
at the concrete faces near joints due

to water leaking from the deck (see
Figure 7).

CONCRETE INVESTIGATIONS
Zutari appointed W-Louw & Associates
as a subconsultant to help conduct
detailed concrete investigations,
including non-destructive testing,
carbonation testing, chloride testing and
determining the concrete’s compressive
strength. The results from the concrete

Figure 4 Spalled concrete
at abutment seating
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Figure 5 Parapets in poor condition

investigations can be summarised
as follows:
QQ The concrete cover was very high (up
to 70 mm in some cases). This high
level of cover caused small cracks
to form in the concrete and allowed
chlorides to contaminate it.
QQ The reinforcement was not at risk of
carbonation since it was outside the
carbonation zone.
QQ Areas of the beams were contaminated
with chlorides, which contributed to
the corrosion of the reinforcement and
spalling of the concrete.
QQ The compressive strength determined
from the testing ranged from 20 MPa
to 39 MPa for the beams and from
25 MPa to 36 MPa for the piers. These
ranges suggested that most of the
pier concrete was in good condition.
However, there was some uncertainty
with the deck concrete.

CLIENT REQUIREMENTS FOR
NEW DECK CROSS SECTION
The client required that the bridge be
widened to accommodate pedestrian
sidewalks on either side of the roadway. To
provide safe passage for pedestrians, parapets were required between the sidewalks
and the roadway, and handrails were required on the sides of the bridge. The new
bridge was therefore widened from 11.0 m

Figure 6 Spalled concrete at inside face of beam

Figure 7 Spalled concrete at faces near joints

to 14.5 m. Figure 8 illustrates the cross
section of the new deck. The wider deck
meant that two additional beams, wider
pier seating beams and wider abutment
seating platforms were required.

DESIGN OPTIONS
Three options were considered for
repairing the bridge. The options included
two extremes: (1) repairing the bridge
by only doing repair work and adding a

sidewalk and (2) replacing the bridge completely. Between these two extremes was
a third option, (3) doing some repair work
and replacing some elements of the bridge.
Option 3 was proposed as it simplified
the construction method and eliminated
the need to demolish and replace whole
elements of the bridge, which would have
involved detailed and complicated repair
work. It did, however, require that the
entire deck and all pier seating beams

Figure 8 Cross section of the new deck
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Figure 9 Schematic of the structural configuration of the original bridge

be demolished and replaced. With the
original deck removed, the abutment
seating platforms could be repaired relatively easily. The pier columns, pile caps
and piles would be retained, since they
were still in good condition.

FINAL DESIGN SOLUTION
Option 3 was selected as the best repair
solution and comprised demolishing
and rebuilding elements of the bridge
(the deck and pier seating beams) and
changing the bridge’s structural configuration from simply supported to continuous. With this option, the intention
was to reduce the number of joints and
bearings by making the deck continuous.
This was structurally possible because the
original simply supported deck was supported by two rows of bearings on each of
the piers. This system was replaced by one
row of bearings on the centreline of the
piers for a continuous deck.

The original bridge had joints at each
of the nine piers and the two abutments
(11 joints in total), with a total of 120
bearings (see Figure 9). For the new deck
configuration, joints were used only at
the ends (abutments A1 and A2) and the
centre of the bridge (Pier P5), resulting
in three joints in total. In addition, the
number of bearings was reduced to 96
(see Figure 10). By reducing the number of
joints, the durability of the structure was
substantially increased.
For the original bridge, the loads from
the deck were applied eccentrically to
the piers since there were two rows of
bearings offset from the centrelines of the
piers (see Figure 11). However, for the new
continuous deck, the total loads on the
piers are similar to the simply supported
design since the bending moment on the
pier is reduced by the fact that the load
from the deck is applied to the centre of
the pier (see Figure 12). The increased

movements of the continuous deck (due to
temperature and shrinkage) are therefore
cancelled by the reduction of the eccentric
loads from the deck.
The new deck consists of precast
reinforced concrete T-beams with
an in-situ top slab. The deck is made
continuous by a transverse diaphragm
beam that connects the beams and the
in-situ slab. The precast beams were
placed on temporary supports and allowed to shrink before the diaphragm
could be cast. This method is depicted
in Figure 13. This meant that the movements from short-term shrinkage did
not have to be taken into account by the
elastomeric bearings.
The following additional measures
were taken to enhance the durability of
the structure:
QQ An extensive gutter system was
provided to drain water away from the
concrete elements.

Figure 10 Schematic of the structural configuration of the new bridge
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QQ An additional waterproofing mem-

QQ

QQ

QQ
QQ

QQ

brane was included below the bridge
joint to drain water into the gutter
system.
A waterproofing membrane was
installed between the top of the deck
concrete and the bottom of the bituminous surfacing to keep salt water
from the road from leaking through
the deck slab.
Galvanic anodes were installed in the
pier seating beams, abutment seating
platforms and deck, where joints were
installed. This was done to control the
electrochemical reaction leading to
the corrosion of the reinforcement, a
technique very rarely used on bridges
in Africa.
All parapet reinforcement was hotdipped galvanised.
All steel for the laminated elastomeric
bearings and in the bridge joints was
3CR12.
A specified construction sequence
for placing the beams and casting
the in-situ deck was followed during
construction to limit the horizontal
movements of the beams. The beams
were required to reach a certain age
before the deck was made continuous
and a specific, optimised sequence
for the order of the different span
construction was specified.

Figure 11 Original deck effect on piers – simply supported

CONCLUSION
The Omaruru River Bridge is situated in
a location with extremely harsh environmental conditions and has suffered severe concrete damage and deterioration.
It was found that the best repair solution
would be a combination of demolishing
and replacing the bridge deck and seating
platforms and repairing less severely
damaged areas. In addition, the points
of water ingress through the deck had
to be reduced. This was achieved by
replacing the simply supported deck with
a continuous deck to reduce the number
of expansion joints and bearings used for
the bridge.
Additional measures to increase the
durability of the structure were adopted
in the design, such as installing cathodic
protection for the reinforcement, applying
waterproofing membranes in the deck and
joints as well as optimising the construction sequence for erecting the beams
and casting the in-situ slab to limit the
horizontal movements of the deck.
Civil Engineering March 2022

Figure 12 New deck effect on piers – continuous

Figure 13 Placing of the beams on temporary supports
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Dynamic amplification factor
for South African bridges
It is well known that dynamic effects cause increased load effects in bridge decks due to Vehicle Bridge
Interaction. A new free-flow bridge live load model for short to medium span bridges in South Africa was
developed by Stellenbosch University which is based on Weigh in Motion (WIM) data collected on National
Route 3. As WIM stations are calibrated and the data is post-calibrated to remove dynamic effects, the new
model is a static one.
Prof. Pierre van der Spuy Pr Eng
Associate: Zutari
Adjunct Associate Professor:
Stellenbosch University
pierre.vanderspuy@zutari.com
pierrevds@sun.ac.za

ADR =

I

t is custom in design codes to specify a
Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF)
larger than one, which is multiplied
by the static load effects, εS , to represent
the total load effect, εT . The DAF can be
expressed as per Equation 1.
DAF =

εT
(1)
εS

HISTORICAL DESIGN CODE APPROACH
Design codes typically specify a DAF
based on a study of light and heavy vehicles. It has been shown that this approach
is conservative as heavier vehicles, which
govern the maximum load effects, tend to
cause the lowest dynamic amplification.
The codes therefore fail to recognise the
decreased probability of the maximum
static load effects occurring simultaneously with the maximum dynamic amplification, leading to conservative results.
Codes typically determine the DAF for
single vehicle events, which are higher
than for multiple vehicle events, although
multiple vehicle events tend to govern
the load effects on short to medium span
bridges, leading to further conservatism.

ASSESSMENT DYNAMIC RATIO
To overcome the historical conservatism,
the Assessment Dynamic Ratio (ADR) is
introduced to compare the characteristic
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total load effects, ε̂T , to the characteristic
static load effects, ε̂S . The ADR is expressed in Equation 2.
ε̂T GT–1(q)
(2)
=
ε̂S GS–1(q)

where GT = cumulative distribution function of the total load effects; GS = cumulative distribution function of the static load
effects; and q = the quantile of interest. If
GT and GS are derived using daily maxima
values, then q = 0.999997.
Although derived for the assessment
of existing structures, the principle is
equally applicable to the determination of
DAFs for design codes or for the probabilistic design of new bridges.
The ADR ensures that only the
dynamic amplification values which
occur together with the heaviest vehicles
are included in assessment or design.
Experimental research has shown that
this approach leads to substantially
smaller values than prescribed in current
design codes.
To determine a DAF for a new design
code for South Africa would require a
fully probabilistic study using measured
vehicles from WIM together with a full
vehicle bridge interaction software model,
taking all influencing factors into account,

and using the ADR approach. This is currently not possible due to computational
limitations. The purpose of this paper is
to investigate the factors influencing DAF
and, by comparison to other codes and
studies, propose a DAF for the design of
bridges in South Africa based on South
African characteristics.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE DYNAMIC
AMPLIFICATION
The factors the influence the DAF are
summarised here.

1. Condition of the road surface
Studies have shown that dynamic impact
increases as the road surface condition
decreases. The relationship between
dynamic impact and pavement roughness are almost perfectly correlated.
Regular pavement maintenance therefore
has a beneficial effect on the dynamic
amplification and is a cost-effective way to
improve bridge safety.
The condition of the bridge approaches
and position of expansion joints also have
a major impact on dynamic amplification.
It has been shown that settlement of the
bridge approaches, with or without approach slabs, has a significant impact on
the dynamic response of a bridge once the
vehicle reaches and crosses the spans.

Codes typically determine the DAF for single vehicle events, which are
higher than for multiple vehicle events, although multiple vehicle events
tend to govern the load effects on short to medium span bridges,
leading to further conservatism.
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It is reasonable to assume that the
effect of road surface defects on dynamic
amplification will be limited because severe defects will cause a road to be closed
and maintenance to be performed.

2. Span length and Eigen frequencies
Generally, dynamic amplification is larger
for shorter spans. An exception to this is
when there is frequency matching between
the applied load and the first Eigen
frequency of the bridge. This may occur at
any span length and lead to increased dynamic amplification, even for longer spans.

3. Bridge type
Most studies have focused on I-girder
bridges for short to medium span structures. The main parameter influence by
bridge type is the ratio of the mass of the
bridge to the mass of the crossing vehicles.
Heavier decks have more inertia and experience less dynamic amplification than
lighter bridges carrying the same traffic.

4. Bridge material and damping
Dynamic amplification decreases with an
increase in damping. As different materials have different damping properties,
it is logical to assume that the dynamic
amplification will also be different. As an
example, timber bridges have been found
to have more damping than steel bridges
and hence lower dynamic amplification.
This trend is, however, not the case with
newer materials like fibre-reinforced
polymers, and more research is needed in
this area.

5. Vehicle velocity
The influence of speed on dynamic
amplification is controversial, as results
from studies are contradictory. Increased
dynamic amplification can occur when
the speed of the vehicle is such that
the loading frequency matches the
first natural frequency of the bridge.
Investigations on simply supported and
continuous beams have found that the
dynamic amplification is proportional to
vehicle speed at mid span.

At ultimate limit state a bridge behaves plastically, and dynamic
amplification factors based on elastic theory are no longer valid.
Ductile deformations in bending at ultimate limit state act as highly
effective dampers and vehicle bridge interaction is therefore completely
different at ultimate limit state compared to serviceability limit state.
There is strong evidence that dynamic
amplification changes with acceleration
and deceleration. Specifically, deceleration
has been shown to increase dynamic
amplification due to the change in load
distribution between the front and back
wheels of a vehicle which could increase
vibrations.
It is clear that, although speed has an
influence on dynamic amplification, it is
difficult to predict this relationship due to
the large number of variables involved.

6. Vehicle weight
It has widely been shown that dynamic
amplification reduces with an increase in
static vehicle weight. Light vehicles cause
the highest dynamic amplification, but
this is insignificant as they also cause the
smallest static load effects.

7. Number of axles
Although some design codes specify
dynamic amplification as a function of the
number of axles, little evidence exists to
support this correlation. Studies found that
there is nearly no statistical relationship
between number of axles and dynamic
amplification. The correlation between
number of axles and vehicle weight is poor
as vehicles with the same number of axles
can vary greatly in weight. The fact that
dynamic amplification reduces with an increase in vehicle weight therefore does not
imply a reduction in dynamic amplification
with an increase in the number of axles.

8. Number of vehicles
As noted previously, the dynamic amplification reduces as the static vehicle weight
increases. It is thus reasonable to assume
that the dynamic amplification for multivehicle events will be lower than for single

There is strong evidence that dynamic amplification changes with
acceleration and deceleration. Specifically, deceleration has been
shown to increase dynamic amplification due to the change in load
distribution between the front and back wheels of a vehicle which
could increase vibrations.
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vehicle events. Vehicles travelling next to
each other exert much higher dynamic
amplification than vehicles that are following or staggered.

9. Vehicle suspension type
Vehicle suspension can be characterised
by axles consisting of springs with certain
stiffnesses and dampers with a certain
damping coefficient. It has been found
that lower suspension stiffness results
in lower dynamic amplification and that
changes in the damping coefficients have
a very small impact. Studies confirm these
findings by showing in field tests that high
suspension stiffnesses cause high dynamic
amplification.

10. Vehicle loading position
Due to lateral load distribution in bridge
decks, the transverse position of a
vehicle induces static load effects in all
other girders under positive influence,
also inducing dynamic amplification in
these girders. It has been found that the
dynamic amplification in these girders
reduces with an increase in static load.

DYNAMIC AMPLIFICATION AT
ULTIMATE LIMIT STATE
Analytical and experimental studies of
dynamic amplification assume that the
structures behave elastically. This is the
case for serviceability limit states (SLS)
and fatigue limit states, but not for ultimate limit states (ULS).
At ultimate limit state a bridge behaves
plastically, and dynamic amplification factors based on elastic theory are no longer
valid. Ductile deformations in bending at
ultimate limit state act as highly effective
dampers and vehicle bridge interaction is
therefore completely different at ultimate
limit state compared to serviceability
limit state.
Plastic hinges act as effective energy
dissipating mechanisms, and it has been
shown that the energy dissipation capacity
of the non-linear domain is sufficient to
dissipate all the energy associated with
dynamic effects. Further to this, increased
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It can thus be concluded that dynamic amplification at ultimate limit
state is considerably less than at serviceability limit state for ductile
failures. Studies show that the DAF can be taken as 1.0 at ultimate limit
state for ductile failures. For brittle failures with small deformations, for
example shear, the energy dissipation is not as pronounced as for ductile
failures with larger deformation capacity. For these cases the author
proposes a DAF which starts at 1.3 up to a 5 m span and reduces linearly
to 1.0 for spans in excess of 40 m.
amplification due to resonance is not
applicable at ultimate limit state. This is
because resonance is typically caused by
single vehicle crossings on medium and
long span bridges which do not correspond
to the load scenarios that cause the highest
load effects.
It can thus be concluded that dynamic
amplification at ultimate limit state is
considerably less than at serviceability
limit state for ductile failures. Studies
show that the DAF can be taken as 1.0 at
ultimate limit state for ductile failures. For
brittle failures with small deformations, for
example shear, the energy dissipation is not
as pronounced as for ductile failures with
larger deformation capacity. For these cases
the author proposes a DAF which starts at
1.3 up to a 5 m span and reduces linearly to
1.0 for spans in excess of 40 m.

INTERNATIONAL CODES OF PRACTICE
Great variation exists in the formulation of
DAFs in different design codes. In this section DAFs for the most widely used codes
are discussed as well as the DAF in TMH7.

1. TMH7
Dynamic amplification is included in
NA and NB loading in accordance with
the Swiss formula and is dependent on
equivalent span length, Ls. It is not clear
from the code what is meant by “equivalent span length” and the Swiss formula
is unreferenced.

100 + Ls ⎫
DAF = 0.05⎫⎪
⎪(3)
⎭ 10 + Ls ⎭

AASHTO (1994) replaced the IM with a
dynamic load allowance (DLA) which is
a function of the limit states and components. The DLA is independent of the
span length and is not applied to the lane
load. For ULS and SLS global effects the
DLA is specified as 33%.

3. Eurocode
In Eurocode 1991-2 the DAF is not stated
explicitly but is already included in the
load model proposed in the code. The
DAF was determined using a medium
quality pavement and a pneumatic
vehicle suspension and is a function of
span length, number of loaded lanes and
load effect.
For single lane bridges the included
DAF is given separately for bending and
shear. For bending the DAF is specified as
1.7 for span lengths smaller than 5 m and
reduces to 1.4 for span lengths larger than
15 m. For shear the DAF is specified as 1.4
for span lengths smaller than 5 m to 1.2
for span lengths larger than 25 m.
For two lane bridges the included
DAF is equal for bending and shear. The
DAF reduces linearly from 1.3 for a span
length of 0 m to 1.1 for a span length
of 50 m. There is no further reduction
beyond 50 m. For four lane bridges the
DAF is specified as 1.1 for both bending
and shear.

4. Australian standard

Equation 3 leads to a DAF of 1.35 for a
span length of 5 m which reduces linearly
to 1.125 for a span length of 50 m.

In AS5100 the DAF is applied to both
truck loads and UDLs and is a function
of the load configuration. For the M1600
load, which is a moving load, the DAF
is specified as 0.3. For S1600 loading,
which is static, the DAF is specified as 0,
as expected.

2. AASHTO

5. Canadian standard

AASHTO (1992) specified the dynamic
impact factor (IM) as a function of
the bridge span length in metres.

The Canadian Highway Bridge Design
Code specifies an idealised five axle
truck, referred to as CL-W. The standard
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specifies that axles that cause favourable
load effects shall be neglected, hence it
is possible to have a truck loading with
fewer than five axles. Dynamic allowance
is only applied to the truck load and is a
function of the number of axles causing
the most onerous load effect. The dynamic load allowance is prescribed as 0.4
for single axle loading, 0.3 for two-axle
loading and 0.25 when three or more
axles are loaded.
It is clear from the analysis above
that great variation exists between codes
regarding the governing parameters,
the recommended DAF values, and the
way they were derived. Further to this,
subsequent research and experiments
show that the DAFs that have historically
been assumed in design codes may not be
as high as originally thought.

ARCHES REPORT
The ARCHES project (Assessment and
Rehabilitation of Central European
Highway Structures) was commissioned
to reduce the gap between the standard
of highway infrastructure in Central and
Eastern European countries. More specifically, ARCHES report D10 deals with the
dynamic amplification to be applied in the
assessment of existing structures, thereby
reducing the conservative values typically
provided in design codes.
The study performed site measurements as well as simulation together
with finite element analyses and, for the
specific cases analysed in the report, the
authors show that the dynamic amplification can be as low as 6% at characteristic
load effect level. This is determined using
the ADR concept and the study confirms
findings that heavier vehicles cause lower
dynamic amplification.
ARCHES makes recommendations
for dynamic allowance for bridge assessment, but these can also be extended
to the design of new bridges. The
dynamic allowance is a function of the
road surface roughness as prescribed in
ISO 8608. For ISO road class A, a DAF
of 1.3 is prescribed for a span length of
5 m and reduces linearly to 1.15 for a
15 m bridge. For ISO road class B, the
DAF is given as 1.4 for a span length
of 5 m reducing to 1.2 at 15 m. Beyond
15 m the DAFs remain constant. These
recommendations are valid for one- and
two-lane bridges and for both bending
and shear load effects.
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RECOMMENDED DAF FOR
SOUTH AFRICA
Based on the following it is reasonable to
assume that the ARCHES recommendation for a class B road can be adopted for
South Africa:
QQ The studies were performed based
on European traffic where five
axle vehicles dominate the GVW
tail and where the GVW limit is
40 tonnes. Studies have shown that
South African heavy vehicles have
more axles and are heavier than
European vehicles.
QQ It has been shown that heavier vehicles
cause lower dynamic amplification
than lighter vehicles. In South Africa it
was shown that the vehicles that cause
the largest load effects are seven axle
vehicles with a mean weight of 530 kN.
In Europe the largest load effects
are caused by five axle vehicles with
a mean weight of 410 kN. It is thus
reasonable to believe that, based on
vehicle weight, the dynamic amplification at characteristic levels in South
Africa will be lower than in Europe.

QQ Bridge construction materials and

bridge types in South Africa are
similar to those in Europe.
QQ Pavements on South African highways,
where the heaviest vehicles are measured, are generally well maintained
and should at least conform to ISO
road class B.

CONCLUSIONS
This article shows that great variation
exists in how dynamic amplification is
treated in codes worldwide. Codes mostly
take a worst-case DAF from all vehicles
and apply it to the heaviest vehicles that
cause the largest load effects. Research
performed subsequently has shown that

dynamic amplification may not be as high
as initially thought. A significant advancement was the introduction of the ADR
and the notion that dynamic amplification
should be assessed at characteristic level.
This was employed in the ARCHES study
and resulted in significantly lower DAFs
compared to current code values.
By comparing South African vehicle
characteristics and pavement conditions
it was argued that the values presented
in the ARCHES report can be applied in
South Africa in the absence of a more
detailed local study.
A complete list of references can be obtained from the author.

This article was originally published in the Proceedings of the Seventh Inter
national Conference on Structural Engineering, Mechanics and Computation
(2 to 4 September 2019, Cape Town), and is reproduced here with the permission of
the publisher:
Van der Spuy, PF & Lenner, R. 2019. Dynamic amplification factor for South
African Bridges. Structural Engineering, Mechanics and Computation. Cape Town:
Taylor & Francis.
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Structural evaluation of existing
telecommunication towers
Table 1 Site locality
Rishen Moodley Pr Eng
Chief Structural Engineer
Trans-Africa Projects
rishen@taprojects.co.za

Tower
no.

Siyabonga Dubazana Pr Eng
Chief Civil Engineer
Trans-Africa Projects
siyabongad@taprojects.co.za

T

he Occupational Health and Safety
Act requires that all structures that
are to be climbed by personnel be
signed off as “safe to climb”. Eskom’s telecommunications department has a large
number of telecommunication towers
which have exceeded their design life and
therefore require maintenance and/or
replacement. This article outlines a project performed by Trans-Africa Projects
(TAP) to evaluate existing telecommunications towers to determine whether the
structures are still fit for purpose and safe

Tower 1

Tower 2

Site name

Tower
height

Co-ordinates

Tower type

1

Matchana RS

28º45’02”S

31º50’28”E

40 m

Four leg, angled painted
lattice

2

Manguzi RS

27º01’22”S

32º40’58”E

45 m

Three leg, tubular
galvanised lattice

3

Hlutankungu RS

30º17’36”S

30º18’48”E

36 m

Three leg, tubular
galvanised lattice

4

Umgeni RS

29º48’51”S

30º53’10”E

40 m

Four leg, angled painted
lattice

5

Dundee RS

28º07’7.4”S

30º13’5.5”E

15 m

Four leg, angled painted
lattice

to climb or need to be decommissioned
and replaced.

BACKGROUND
Many of Eskom’s telecommunication
towers are lattice steel structures made
of either tubular steel poles or steel angle
sections. The towers support antennae
at various levels above the ground for
communication purposes, as shown in
Figure 1.

Tower 3

Tower 4

Five towers in the KwaZulu-Natal
region that had been identified as a safety
concern were analysed. These towers
did not have structural drawings and
part of the project scope was to scan the
towers and develop structural drawings
for analysis and maintenance purposes.
Table 1 shows the location of the towers
under investigation.
The design standard used for the
analysis of these telecommunication

Tower 5

Figure 1 Telecommunication towers under investigation
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Point
cloud

Navisworks
model

Structural
drawing

Figure 2 LiDAR point cloud conversion to Navisworks model to structural drawing

towers is TIA-222 rev H in combination
with Eskom standards for condition assessment requirements.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of the project was to analyse the
telecommunications towers under the
following conditions/criteria:
QQ Condition assessment for any material
degradation for maintenance/repair
work
QQ Structural analysis for serviceability
loading
QQ Structural analysis for ultimate
loading (50-year return period).
The main objective was to
evaluate each tower and generate
a maintenance or replacement
recommendation.

PROJECT PROCESS AND ANALYSIS
The process followed for the execution of
the project was as follows:
QQ LiDAR scan the tower to generate
point clouds
QQ Develop Navisworks models from the
point clouds
QQ Generate structural drawings from
Navisworks models and the drone
imagery
QQ Assess the condition of all structural
steel on the tower
QQ Evaluate the foundation condition with
recommendations
QQ Analyse the towers in PLS TOWER
QQ Generate maintenance scope of work
or replacement motivation.
The development of structural drawings
without climbing and measuring the steel

Figure 3 Corrosion on connections

members was performed by utilising input
data from the LiDAR scan which was
converted into a Navisworks model from a
database of steel profiles. The Navisworks
model was utilised in conjunction with
the imagery from the drone and the point
cloud data to generate structural drawings
with dimensions for all the steel sections,
and details of all connections on the
towers, as shown in Figure 2.
The structural drawings were utilised
to develop PLS TOWER models for structural analysis purposes. PLS TOWER was
selected as the preferred choice for Eskom
to be able to maintain a digital database of
its network of towers.
The condition assessments were
considered when modelling the towers
and material strength modification factors were incorporated for any structural
material loss, as shown in Figure 3.
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The client provided TAP with details
of the existing antennae for modelling
purposes. These were verified against the
point clouds and suitable assumptions
were catered for in the analysis.
The loading on each tower was developed by investigating the importance of
the tower and the location with respect to
its surroundings.
The structural analysis was performed
for both serviceability and ultimate
loading with the results shown in Figure 4.
The outcome from the structural
analysis was utilised to generate recommendations for each tower, along with the
necessary scope of work for refurbishment
where applicable.
The connection of each tower to the
foundation, either surface mounted or
embedded steel stubs, was evaluated above
ground level for condition assessment and
possible refurbishment. Intrusive investigation of the foundations was excluded from
the scope due to the project schedule and it
was proposed that it be conducted when a
contractor is on site.

CHALLENGES AND INNOVATIONS
The project posed various challenges.
With the structural integrity of the towers
in question, the client could not guarantee
that the towers were safe to climb for the
measurement of the tower members to
generate drawings. To address this challenge, ground-based LiDAR systems along
with drone technology was utilised to
scan the towers.
However, the weather impacted the
use of the drones. The effect of wind on
the sturdiness of the drones was mitigated
by utilising different sized drones as well
as flying at times of the day when weather
conditions were most suitable.
To improve the accuracy of the LiDAR
scans, multiple scans were performed
at different positions around the tower.

Tower 1

Chief civil engineer:
Senior Engineer:
Technician:
Engineering manager (KZN):
Sub-contractor:
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Tower 3

Tower 4

Tower 5

Figure 4 Existing tower utilisation

Verification of angle member sizes and
thickness was also done using physical
measurements on certain points on the
towers. This allowed for an accuracy of up
to 2 mm and, when utilising standard databases of steel sizes, allowed for suitable
structural models to be developed.
Another challenge was that PLS
TOWER only caters for version G of the
standard. However, the latest version of
the design standard for telecommunication towers was version H at the time of
performing the project, although Eskom
utilises version G of the standard due to
the structural analysis software available
to it. The differences between the versions
were compared to see if there would be
any impact on the structural analysis.
Due to time constraints, steel samples
could not be taken from the towers for
material testing. The age of the towers
and the steel and bolt grades utilised in
the industry at that time of construction

Project Team
Chief structural engineer:

Tower 2

Rishen Moodley
Siyabonga Dubazana
Imraan Ally
Siyabonga Sentile
Jay Hiralal
Thyssenkrupp

were used to estimate the material and
bolt grades on the towers.
The development of structural drawings utilised a database of steel sections,
but the towers under investigation were
designed with imperial and metric units.
The database of section sizes was therefore conservatively estimated to select
section sizes for analysis purposes.

CONCLUSION
The project was completed with the
analysis of the five towers showing four
different outcomes:
1. Towers 1 and 2 were found to have
failed sections and required urgent
replacement, with no further climbing
allowed.
2. Tower 3 was over-utilised with the
existing loads but also had climbing
load violations. Refurbishment
techniques would be more costly than
replacement and replacement of the
tower was therefore recommended.
3. Tower 4 was over-utilised with the
existing loads but required some
minor refurbishment work to be able
to perform emergency maintenance on
the antennae.
4. Tower 5 only had over-utilised bolts
(these could be replaced one at a time)
and required minor refurbishment to
be able to carry 30% additional loading.
The proposals for each tower have
been submitted to the client for the
next phase.
March 2022 Civil Engineering
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Massive reservoir roof constructed
with precast concrete
The construction of a 100 Mℓ reservoir in Contermanskloof, Cape
Town is soon to be completed. The mammoth structure makes use
of precast concrete I-beams and hollow-core slabs to support a roof
comprising 48 panel sections.

D

ue for completion in April 2022,
the reservoir is being built by
CSV Construction on behalf
of the City of Cape Town, with Cape
Concrete supplying the precast elements
for the structure’s 14 500 m² roof.
The water storage unit is 160.5 m long
and 90.9 m wide with a maximum water
depth of 8.5 m. The structure comprises
an in-situ 200 mm concrete floor flanked
by 5.5 m high 1:2.5 sloping concrete
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embankments topped with 4.6 m high
vertical retaining walls. The roof’s precast
beam and hollow-core slab assembly is
supported by 99 in-situ concrete columns
measuring 9 m × 700 mm, supported on
elastomeric bearing pads.

ROOF DESIGN
The roof has an apex on the longitudinal
centre line and slopes at 1:150 to the
perimeter walling on either side for

drainage. The first roof section was
completed in August 2021, followed by the
second section in November 2021.
The roof comprises 48 panel sections,
each consisting of two or three hollow-core
bays with 11 hollow-core slabs in each.
The panel sections are interlinked with
transverse in-situ beams which run the full
width of the structure, thereby creating
larger panels and a more robust structure.
Cast with a joint former between them,
these beams also act as expansion joints.
The 8.8 m (length) × 1.2 m (width) ×
200 mm (thickness) hollow-core slabs
are supported by 108 I-beams and the
perimeter walling. The I-beams measure
13.5 m (length) × 1.2m (height) × 500 mm
(base width).
March 2022 Civil Engineering

In addition, the design includes three
longitudinal expansion joints which run the
full length of the structure. They too are filled
with a joint former inserted in the gap between
the opposing panel sections located above the
precast beams. All the expansion joints are
waterproofed with a flexible bandage.
The completed roof will include a 70 mm
mesh-reinforced structural topping cast over the
panel sections to ensure proper shear transfer
between individual slabs. The topping’s reinforcing will be tied to the exposed reinforcing
in the precast beams which adds continuity to
opposing hollow-core bays in the panel sections
and increases the overall continuity of the
roof structure.
The roof includes several galvanised steel
manholes to provide light during maintenance
work inside the reservoir. Additional manholes
are situated above the reservoir discharge and
scour outlets for maintenance work.

Some of the hollow-core slabs on the
partially completed first section of the roof

Two rows of precast beams showing exposed
beam rebar for tying into the structural topping

PRECAST VS IN-SITU
The reservoir structure was designed by Peter
Loubser and GIBB Engineering’s structural
team in 2016, acting as specialist structural
sub-consultants to WSP which is responsible
for the overall contract. Initial site work was
begun by a joint venture comprising NMC and
Botes & Kennedy in 2017 but came to a halt
in 2018 when both parties went into liquidation. Construction resumed in early 2021
when CSV Construction was appointed as the
main contractor.
“We looked at the comparative costing of
precast versus in-situ for the roof construction
during the design stage, and pre-casting proved
to be a significantly better option both in terms
of cost and total programme time. In addition,
it avoided the disruption that extensive support
scaffolding would have caused,” says Loubser.
Concrete Manufacturers Association (CMA)
member Cape Concrete was awarded the
contract to manufacture the beams and 1 358
pretensioned slabs in 2017. “We had already cast
98 beams at the time of the shutdown in 2018, so
we decided to cast the remainder and store them
in our yard until the project was resumed,” says
Cape Concrete Director Walter Botes.

Project Team
Client:

City of Cape Town

Main contractor:

CSV Construction

Civil, electrical and mechanical engineering
& overall project responsibility:

WSP

Specialist structural engineering,
environmental and dam safety engineering:

GIBB Engineering

Health and safety engineering:

Frontline Safety

Precast concrete elements:

Cape Concrete

An in-situ column (foreground) and one of the
concrete embankments under construction

CASTING PROCESS
“The beams were prestressed and cast on a single
75 m soffit between the stressing heads. This
enabled us to cast five beams on one soffit at a
rate of one-a-day from Monday to Friday. We
used five sets of end plates and one set of side
moulds, the latter being re-used for each beam
casting. The beams were steam cured so that
the side shutters could be removed the day after
Civil Engineering March 2022
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Rows of in-situ columns prior to
the installation of precast beams

A 12.5 tonne precast
beam during placement
by the 440 tonne crane

casting. The beam cast on Friday reached 35 MPa
on Saturday which meant that all five beams were
ready for de-tensioning,” explains Botes.
The roofing required 12 083 m of prestressed
hollow-core slabs and Cape Concrete used four
150 m casting beds for their production in a
strictly controlled quality protocol. They were cast
with 12.7 m prestressed strands on four casting
beds to yield a strength rating well above the required 50 MPa and hot water was circulated under
the casting beds to accelerate the curing process.
“The beams, which weighed 12.5 tonnes each,
were installed with a 440 tonne crane (one of only
two in South Africa) with a 65 m reach operating
from outside the reservoir. We also used a 220 tonne
crane and a 180 tonne crane for the installation of
the hollow-core slabs. During the installation of the
first roof section the cranes were positioned 17 m
away from the perimeter wall which added to the
complexity of the installation process,” Botes adds.
The reservoir is being built with a sub-surface
drainage system to disperse groundwater. It
comprises a layer of no-fines concrete under the
slab together with a combination of perforated
pipes which follow the grid lines and drain into a
concrete gallery which runs under the reservoir. All
the pipes are clearly marked so that the source of
any possible leakage can be identified.
The concrete columns were cast after the main
floor slab had been completed and the column
reinforcing was tied in with the slab reinforcing to
transfer the load through the column bases to the
slab. The sloping concrete embankment slabs were
cast in sections using a back shutter system to
prevent the concrete from slumping towards the
bottom of the slope.
Rubber water bars, which allow for movement
and prevent leakage, are being installed on all the
joints in the flooring and walling, and the joints
will be covered with a final waterproof bandaging
system prior to completion.
The external embankments beneath the
perimeter walling are being cement-stabilised to
improve bearing and shear capacity and the outer
walling is being backfilled to a metre below the
top of the wall. A service road will be built on top
of the embankment.
When operational in 2022, the reservoir will be
supplied by the Voelvlei Dam and Treatment Works
via the existing delivery pipeline which passes
close to the site. The reservoir will ultimately feed
Blouberg and other areas on Cape Town’s Western
Seaboard with pre-treated water.
Text and photographs by
David Beer on behalf of the Concrete Manufacturers
Association (CMA)
david.bigsky@gmail.com
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Unique precast concrete reservoir
for City of Ekurhuleni

Kobus Kotze
Director
Infinite Consulting Engineers

A unique approach has been deployed to construct a new 25 Mℓ reservoir
in Pam Brink, a suburb of Springs, Gauteng. With construction now nearing
completion, this local innovation has again proved to be a quicker means of
building large reservoirs while also providing a higher quality final structure
than is possible using traditional construction methods.

T

he faster construction time and
higher quality finish are the
principal reasons that the City of
Ekurhuleni’s Department of Water and
Sanitation once again opted to build a
reservoir in its jurisdiction using precast
concrete technology. Notably, this is the
fourth large reservoir to be constructed in
Ekurhuleni in this manner.
The four reservoirs will help the
municipality augment water supply, with

this reservoir catering specifically to the
anticipated doubling in water demand
due to several planned new large developments in Pam Brink and Dal Fouche, a
neighbouring suburb. Work on these developments will commence shortly after
the finalisation of the construction of the
reservoir and related infrastructure.
The system was approved by Tango’s
Consultants, which was appointed as the
design engineer for the construction of

Tian de Jager
Director
Corestruc

Willie de Jager
Managing director
Corestruc

Kadiebwe Jean Paul Mulunda
Civil Engineer Technologist
Tango’s Consultants

The circular wall comprises 170 mm thick precast
concrete panels that have been prestressed vertically
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These skills and experiences are being
complemented by those of Corestruc,
which brings to the project extensive
concrete design and application, as well as
significant rigging and erection expertise
and capabilities.

REDUCED CONSTRUCTION TIME

The roof and walls were erected in as little
as three months after the cast-in-situ floor
and the bases and ring-foundation were
completed

the reservoir and to supervise the works
programme. With more than a decade of
experience in precast concrete technology
and municipal services delivery infrastructure, Infinite Consulting Engineers
also played a critical role in the design of
the system.
As an extension of the principal
engineering consultant’s office on this
project, Infinite Consulting Engineers
also provided professional project input.
This is in addition to collaborating with
Tango’s Consultants to ensure that
the various aspects of the work scope
integrate seamlessly so as to avoid delays.
Infinite Consulting Engineers also approves and accepts liability for the final
precast concrete structure.

The roof and walls were erected in as
little as three months after the cast-in-situ
floor and bases for the precast concrete
roof structure and ring-foundation for the
prefabricated wall was completed by the
principal contractor, Anita Building.
Anita Building was also tasked with
the earthworks and site terracing, as
well as the construction of the inlet and
outlet chambers and all inter-related
pipe work. Moreover, the company was
responsible for training a large group of
sub-contractors and locals from poor
communities located within the project
footprint to work on less onerous aspects
of the works programme. Up to 30% of
the contract value has been set aside for
socio-economic development.
By harnessing precast concrete technology, the various trades are able to work
simultaneously to save on construction
time. Using conventional methods, work
commenced with the construction of the
concrete floor slab and then the walls.
The most complex and time-consuming
aspect of the build, namely the reservoir
roof, was left as one of the last items in the
construction programme, with work on
its supporting columns only commencing
once the wall had reached a predetermined height.

PRECAST CONCRETE
An approved manufacturer produces
the various precast concrete elements
during the earthworks and construction
of the floor on behalf of Corestruc. On
this project, Corestruc worked with
CoreSlab, which was also the approved
manufacturer of the precast concrete
systems that were used to build the other
three reservoirs for the City of Ekurhuleni’s
Department of Water and Sanitation.
The factory is the heart of the project
and extensive innovation has been
implemented to ensure both efficiency of
the production process and quality of the
various precast concrete elements that
make up the reservoir system. For example,
self-compacting concrete is used to manufacture elements that contain significant
reinforcing and where conventional
vibrating pokers cannot be used effectively.
Trial mixes were prepared and tested
for strength and durability, while also
taking into consideration the workability
of the concrete. Working in a controlled
environment, Coreslab is also able to
ensure the perfect dosages of admixtures.
This is to avoid overdosing that may delay
early strength development, imperative for
uninterrupted production. Another significant focus in the factory is to maintain
the perfect water-to-cement ratio to ensure
concrete strength. Aggregates from suitable suppliers are also graded appropriately
to avoid early concrete shrinkage.
The prefabricated elements are
inspected and approved for dispatch to
ensure the accuracy of the placement of
the cast-in components. Reinforcement
By harnessing precast concrete technology, the
various trades are able to work simultaneously
to save on construction time
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bar size and placement are also verified as
part of the quality control procedures at
the factory.
These steps are complemented by
the checks and balances introduced by
Corestruc ahead of mobilising on site to
commence with erecting the structure.
Corestruc manages the setting out and
installation of the column anchors for the
precast concrete roof. By confirming the
dimensional accuracies before erection,
the company ensures that the beams of
the roof structure fit the first-time round.
The precast concrete wall panels are placed
and positioned in a similar manner with
the assistance of permanent locating plates
that are fixed to the ring foundation.

STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
The Pam Brink reservoir has an inside diameter of 65.2 m and water height of 7.8 m.
The roof column grids for the roof slab and
beam span are 10.87 m × 10.87 m.
The roof structure consists of hollowcore slabs that are placed on precast
concrete beams, which are supported by
prefabricated columns. They are connected

to the in-situ bases by components that
are cast into the precast concrete columns,
also referred to as “column shoes”.
Similar to the construction of a
conventional steel structure, the precast
concrete columns are connected to holddown bolts in the base. Suspended precast
concrete beams are then installed onto
the columns. They are secured with
dowels that protrude from the columns.
The hollowcore slabs are then installed onto the beams and secured into
place. This is achieved by tying the steel
reinforcing and placing in-situ concrete
into the cores of the prefabricated slabs.
Stirrups protruding from the precast concrete beam act as a mechanical interlock
to form a composite mechanism with
infill concrete.
The circular wall comprises 170 mm
thick precast concrete panels that have
been prestressed vertically. They feature
32 mm diameter polyvinyl chloride
sleeves that have been positioned according to the post-tensioning design.
The panels are placed into position
and then supported by push-pull props

and steel brackets at the top of each.
Unbonded cables are then pushed through
the sleeves which are then grouted monolithically with the joints of the panels.
The grout is poured continuously in
between the wall panels and horizontal
cable sleeves. It is important to achieve
a high-strength, high-flow grout with an
extended pot-life, free of segregation. To
achieve this, the water-to-cement ratio
of 0:37 is manipulated with the use of
admixtures and the water temperature is
reduced and controlled to act as a chiller
in the mix. Furthermore, only cement is
used in the grout mix, which also contains
an un-hydrated cement that reacts with
water and seals possible leaks.
After the grout has cured to a strength
of 80 MPa, the cables are stressed to 75%
via six precast concrete buttress panels
that have been spaced along the perimeter
of the reservoir.
The wall is then pinned by casting
a 200 mm to 250 mm high reinforced
kicker on the wall footing on both sides of
each panel. Joints between the panels are
grouted with a high-flow, high-strength
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The roof structure consists of hollowcore slabs that are placed
on precast concrete beams, supported by prefabricated columns

grout and post-tensioning renders them in
compression to achieve water tightness.
Notably, unlike most conventional
post-tensioned reservoir walls which are
designed to slide, Infinite Consulting
Engineers and Corestruc use a “slide-andpinned” system. Post-tensioning is undertaken when the wall is not yet fixed to the
ring footing and it is, therefore, allowed to
slide on a steel bearing or locating plates.
The coated post-tensioned cables are not
bonded to the grout with the reservoir designed to maintain a residual compression
of a minimum of 1 MPa in all directions.
Horizontal reactions to the wall base are
transferred to the ring foundation through
the second phase cast-in-situ kicker. This
is where the ring tension in the base is also
activated to resist the reaction. Additional
post-tensioning of the lower part of the wall
reduces the amount of rebar required in the
cast-in-situ ring footing.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
The project was not without its share of
challenges.
Initially, the municipality intended to
build this reservoir using conventional
methods, but based on the success
that Infinite Consulting Engineers and
Corestruc achieved on the other three
reservoirs, the client body decided to
build this water-retaining structure in the
same manner.
Tango’s Consultants, therefore,
initially designed an integrated column
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base-to-floor connection. Infinite
Consulting Engineers and Corestruc
decided to adopt the system because the
principal contractor had already procured
the floor and base rebar. The original grid
spacings were therefore modified to suit
Corestruc’s optimised grid proposal and
the rebar cages were relocated without the
need to alter the rebar details.
An advantage of this method is that
it eliminates the need for waterproofing
bandage along the perimeter of the base.
However, it does not allow for the floor to
be cast below the completed precast concrete roof structure. As such, the curing of
the floor concrete on this project required
meticulous attention to detail.
Conventionally, the column foundations are independent of the floor slab and
feature waterproofed expansion joints
around the base. This allows the bases to be
constructed and roof structure to be erected
before the floor slab is cast. It creates the
best curing conditions, eliminating any risk
of shrinkage cracks. The foundation design
requires a minimum safe bearing capacity
of 200 kPa at founding level.
Moreover, the cast-in-situ ring footing
had to be modified to accommodate
the larger 750 mm diameter outlet pipe
sections that were also ordered by Anita
Building before Corestruc was appointed
to construct the reservoir using the
precast concrete system. This meant that
the pipe would clash with the underside of
the ring foundation. Infinite Consulting

Engineers had to widen the ring foundation over the pipe to maintain a constant
concrete and rebar area along the
perimeter. The length of the widening was
calculated to maintain sufficient transfer
stress with the longitudinal rebar without
creating concentrated stresses.
There are also other important advantages offered by the system that have been
noted by the municipality on these projects. This includes the precast concrete
reservoir’s smaller carbon footprint. The
vertically stressed precast concrete wall
panels are thinner, reducing the amount
of aggregate and concrete used to build
the reservoir. The hollowcore slabs alone
reduce the carbon footprint of the structure by up to 40%, which is augmented by
the use of prestressed 665 mm × 460 mm
I-shaped beams. The self-compacting
concrete used to manufacture the various
precast concrete elements also reduces
the volume of the construction material
required and conserves energy by eliminating the need for vibration.
It is also provides a safer means of
constructing reservoirs. This is considering that the various elements are
manufactured at ground level and erected
on site by a skilled and experienced team.
Certainly, one of the project milestones was witnessing all the precast
concrete elements fitting into place and
integrating without any discrepancies to
complete a structure that is now receiving
and retaining water.
March 2022 Civil Engineering

R e pu tat i o n m a n ag e m e n t

Is your reputation fit enough
for the long haul?

Regine le Roux
Managing Director
Reputation Matters
regine@reputationmatters.co.za

When setting your resolutions for the new year, remember to include
goals for your business’ reputation too.

S

etting reputation goals should be as
important as setting personal goals
for yourself, for example getting fit
and healthy. Just as you cannot function
properly when you are under the weather,
your business is not able to function optimally if you do not have a healthy reputation,
both internally and externally. People want
to do business with companies that they
trust and that offer a consistent product or
service. Reputation management should not
only become a priority when there is a crisis.
You need good health to get you
through life, and you need a good
reputation to support you through your
company’s journey. Here are four lessons
for building your reputation that can be
learnt from physical fitness.

You look and feel great
When you are fit and healthy, you feel better
about yourself and you are more confident.
Your energy levels are better and your
outlook on life is generally more positive.
There’s nothing that clears your head quite
like a good run, cycle or even gym session.
You’ll also find that you attract likeminded
people with positive mindsets and attitudes.
The same goes for your reputation.
When you have a good healthy reputation, you will find that people will want
to be associated with your brand and do
business with your company. People are
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willing to spend their hard-earned cash
on products and services produced by a
company whose values they resonate with.

Being healthy protects
you from injury
The fitter you are, the faster you will be able
to recuperate from an injury or illness. Being
fit doesn’t mean that you won’t ever get hurt
or sick, it just speeds up the recovery time.
When it comes to a reputation, the
healthier your company’s reputation is,
the more likely it is to protect you during a
crisis. You can’t only start thinking about
your health once you are sick or injured;
the same goes with your reputation. You
can’t start thinking about it only once
there is a crisis that needs to be managed.
If you’ve put in the work, be it for your
own fitness or looking after your company’s reputation, you are safeguarding and
equipping yourself from serious injuries
and major damage during a crisis.

There is no quick fix
If you want to run that marathon or
finish your first cycling race, you need
to put in the training. No magic potion
will get you fit. You need to be consistent
in your training habits; it’s all about
discipline. You are not going to attempt
to run a marathon if you’ve not been
practising. The things that we know we

need to do are often neglected, and then
we wonder how we managed to get so
unfit so quickly, or where those few extra
kilograms came from.
There is also no quick fix to building
your reputation, especially after a crisis. I
was once approached by a company who
had been in the media for all the wrong
reasons and their reputation had been in
absolute tatters. They asked my advice
and in the same breath said that they
have a marketing budget available to deal
with the said crisis. Unfortunately, there
were so many other issues at play (lack
of values, questionable leadership, and
non-existent corporate governance), that
no amount of marketing would be able to
fix their predicament. They would need to
restructure the whole board of directors,
introduce ethics as a non-negotiable core
value throughout the organisation, and
take a long hard look in the mirror before
doing any type of external communication. There is no quick fix. You need to
put in the work, usually internally first.

Measurement is key; you need
to measure your progress
As you get fitter, you invest in the right
equipment, perhaps by downloading an
app or two, and you push yourself to go
further and faster each time. You work
with your numbers, be it kilometres or
kilograms, to track your progress.
It is just as important to measure your
reputation. What is the current perception of your organisation by your different
stakeholders? Different things will be
important to different people. Knowing
your reputation score will definitely give
you the upper hand around the boardroom table and help you to come up with
solutions to take your reputation to the
next level.
At Reputation Matters we believe, “If
you treasure it, you will measure it.” How
healthy is your reputation?
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Proudly South African and with over 100 years
of in-depth industry experience, JG Afrika
continues to offer client’s sustainable solutions
of uncompromising quality and integrity.
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JG Afrika celebrates
100 years of excellence
J

G Afrika, a proudly South African
consulting engineering firm, is
celebrating 100 years of engineering
and environmental excellence. This significant milestone bears testament to the
skills, experience, dedication, and passion
of a strong team of people committed to
JG Afrika’s core values of ‘Experience’,
‘Quality’ and ‘Integrity’.

STRONG FOUNDATIONS
The company was first founded in
Johannesburg in 1922 and was formally
known as Jeffares & Green. It has since
grown into a leading multi-disciplinary engineering and environmental consultancy
operating locally and internationally.
“I am exceptionally proud of this
accomplishment as it demonstrates the
sustainability of our business. There are
only a few South African companies, and
now only two local engineering firms,
to have reached this milestone. Over
the years we have survived a world war,
many far-reaching changes in government
and its ideologies and, more recently, a
pandemic that has wreaked havoc on the
global economy. We have always been
quick to adapt to change and emerge
stronger than before,” says Paul Olivier,
Managing Director of JG Afrika.
The company’s proud legacy was
started by John L.S. Jeffares when he
established JLS Jeffares Consulting Practice
in Johannesburg. Jeffares was shortly
awarded an OBE to pioneer a railway route
from Victoria Falls to Walvis Bay. Five
years later he was joined by Harold (Hal) H.
Green and together they undertook work
throughout sub-Saharan Africa, including
the hydrological study and access roads for
Kariba Dam. In 1947 they formed a partnership, and the name Jeffares & Green
was used for the first time.
Throughout the years the firm continued to progress and evolve and in 2016
Jeffares & Green rebranded to JG Afrika
to better reflect its African roots and
commitment to uplifting the continent.
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The firm has continued to build on its
reputation for quality engineering services
that was established many years ago.

GROWTH, INNOVATION, COMMUNITY
Apart from the main operating company
focusing on the provision of consulting
services in all fields of civil and structural
engineering, the firm has grown its
professional service offering to now
include as many as 23 different disciplines
and fields of expertise. These are in high
demand and the company’s extensive
skills and experiences are being deployed
in large infrastructure through to smaller
community-based projects.
Olivier remains proud of all of JG
Afrika’s projects, especially those that are
improving the lives of the most vulnerable. “Our community-based projects are
designed to have a significant positive
socio-economic impact right from the
early implementation phases. This is
by providing ample opportunity for the
training and development of members
of poor communities located within the
project footprint. It helps to create jobs in
areas where there is high unemployment,
while also ensuring the long-term sustainability of infrastructure because communities’ members have been adequately trained
in monitoring and maintenance. Extensive
public participation and stakeholder
engagement processes also ensure project
buy-in and unite different factions so that
we can all work together efficiently towards
achieving a common goal,” he says.
Innovation has remained at the heart
of the firm for all these years. This is
evidenced by, among others, the many
awards that JG Afrika has received for its
projects from leading professional bodies,
such as the South African Institution
of Civil Engineering and Consulting
Engineers South Africa.
However, innovation will play a
considerably larger role for the company
as it harnesses new technologies and
enters other markets that provide more

Paul Olivier, Managing Director of JG Afrika

opportunities for growth. This is in line
with the company’s drive to expand its
footprint in Africa and other continents,
increasing its client base and, in so doing,
ensuring business sustainability for many
more years to come.
Olivier is convinced that he has the
best team to help him drive this heightened focus on innovation. An environment has been created that encourages
people to be innovative and find unique
solutions to challenges. The company has
preserved its strong family values and
culture and for most employees JG Afrika
is a “home away from home”. This culture
and working environment also attracts
the best young talent to ensure continuity.
Certainly, this milestone would not
have been possible without the ongoing
support that the company continues
to receive from its clients. Many have
nurtured a longstanding professional
relationship with JG Afrika. They value
the firm’s ability to keep pace with their
changing requirements and the demands
of industry, especially over the past 10 to
15 years – a period of significant change
in the engineering and environmental
sciences market. It is a trend that is
expected to carry on unabated and Olivier
is confident that the firm will continue to
adapt to this disruption and respond to
the immense opportunities that it brings.
“JG Afrika is only 100 years young, so
there is still a lot of potential to learn and
grow to ensure that we remain the best
at what we do. We are looking forward
to many more years of providing leading
technical services, as well as innovative
and sustainable solutions to our growing
client base,” he concludes.
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World Water Day –
making the invisible visible
On 22 March each year, the world commemorates World Water Day to celebrate water and raise awareness of
the 2 billion people currently living without access to safe water. South Africa’s annual National Water Week
coincides with the international event to raise awareness of local water and sanitation issues.

A

core focus of World Water Day
is to inspire action towards
Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) 6: water and sanitation for all by
2030. This year’s theme, “Groundwater
– making the invisible visible” highlights
the importance of an often unrecognised
but vitally important resource.

A RESOURCE UNDER THREAT
According to UN-Water, almost all of the
liquid freshwater in the world is groundwater. However, groundwater resources
are facing pollution and over-abstraction
in many places.
An estimated 40% of the water
used for irrigation globally comes from
aquifers. This is particularly the case
in water-scarce countries and regions,
where over-abstraction can lead to
groundwater depletion.
Groundwater pollution is a particular
problem that can take decades or even
centuries to recover from. The potential
threats to groundwater quality are natural
(geogenic) and human (anthropogenic)
contamination.
Two of the most widespread geogenic
contaminants are arsenic and fluoride.
Naturally occurring arsenic pollution in
groundwater affects millions of people
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globally and necessitates better and
more regular assessment and monitoring
of groundwater.
Anthropogenic contamination includes
the effects of agricultural intensification,
urbanisation, population growth and climate change. Across Africa, groundwater
quality is affected by poor sanitation infrastructure and agriculture practices, which
has led to high levels of nitrate and microbial contamination. In North America
and Europe, nitrates and pesticides are a
major threat. In fact, 20% of groundwater
bodies in the European Union (EU) exceed
EU standards on good water quality due to
agricultural pollution.
In another places, the extent of available groundwater is not known, which
means we could be failing to harness a
potentially vital water resource.

PROTECTING GROUNDWATER
Exploring, protecting and sustainably using
groundwater will be central to adapting to
climate change and meeting the needs of
a growing population. UN-Water asserts

that coherent policies on energy, land
use and irrigation are vital to avoiding
groundwater depletion.
53 of the SDG’s 169 targets have a link
to groundwater. These include SDG target
2.4 for sustainable food production systems and resilient agricultural practices,
SDG target 6.6 to protect and restore
water-related ecosystems, and SDG target
15.1 on the conservation of freshwater
ecosystems and their services.
To assist with better groundwater
management, a catalogue on groundwater
management and governance tools, measures and instruments is being developed
and will be introduced during the UNWater Groundwater Summit in December
2022. The catalogue will be accompanied
by a set of international case profiles exhibiting exemplary practice. The publication
will be made available in a wiki format,
allowing for easy access and update.
Source
www.worldwaterday.org
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Learning from nature in
tailings dam design
With the latest tailings dam standards demanding a longer-term view
of design, construction and closure outcomes, there is growing interest
in design philosophies that incorporate shapes and processes as they
exist in nature.

“T

imelines for responsible
post-closure management of
mines, including the ongoing
risks associated with tailings dams, have
lengthened from decades to centuries,
or even millennia. This shift renders
traditional maintenance techniques very
costly – perhaps unaffordable – and calls
for a re-envisioning of how we design
these structures in the first place,” says
Justin Walls, principal civil engineer in
mine closure at SRK Consulting.
Speaking at the recent SAICE
Environmental Engineering Division
Conference, Walls highlighted the value of
geomorphic designs that emulate natural
landforms as an example of this trend.
“Engineers and scientists are increasingly looking to learn from natural
analogues, to understand how natural
processes operate in a sustainable
ecosystem so that we can better emulate
these more sustainable designs and
structures. With the recent raising of the
bar by the Global Industry Standard on
Tailings Management (GISTM), it is likely
that these nature-based approaches will
gain greater traction,” he says.
The GISTM emphasises that designing
and operating for closure requires a
long-term view, and that tailings facilities
should be planned, designed, constructed,
operated and closed on the assumption
that they will be permanent landforms.
It also stresses that short-term financial
or operational priorities should not
prevail over better design and operational
practices that would have lower long-term
impacts, complexity or risks.

CLIMATE CONSIDERATIONS
Walls notes that the impact of climate
change is among a range of unknowns
Civil Engineering March 2022

that make it difficult for mining
companies to fully predict the way that
tailings facility designs will perform over
a timeline of 100, 500 or 1 000 years. In
the past, designers of these facilities have
developed complex scientific responses
to a range of factors including physical
stability, water management, groundwater pollution, wind and water erosion,
cover materials and the establishment
of vegetation.
“Today we face many more unknowns
whose impact will unfold in unpredictable ways in coming years and decades
– from climate change and neighbouring
land use to shifting regulatory requirements and evolving ecosystems. Many
of the hard engineering solutions we
have used in the past, which often need
considerable ongoing maintenance, may
not be optimal in dealing with future
challenges,” he says.

LEARNING FROM NATURE
In light of this, he argues that designers
are learning how nature itself creates
equilibria in its constantly adjusting
environment. With regard to water flow,
for example, natural systems tend to store
water more readily and release it more
slowly, while traditional engineering
typically focuses on artificial channels to
hasten the conveyance of water away from
the system which results in high velocities. Tailings dams are generally designed
to maximise their storage capacity while
minimising their footprint areas, which
is commonly achieved by having steeper
side slopes – while nature favours gently
undulating shapes with less angularity.
“By designing from scratch for a more
geomorphic result, it is easier to incorporate features such as store-and-release

A conventional gold tailings dam with
steeper slopes, benches and extensive
erosion features

covers on tailings dams, for instance. This
can utilise the water more effectively in
supporting the growth of a sustainable
vegetation cover, while reducing the need
for irrigation,” says Walls.
Such an approach could also help
introduce redundancies into the design,
to mitigate the impact of extreme rainfall
events, which are becoming more
common. This would enhance a tailings
dam’s ability to deal with intense storm
events. There is also more of a focus on
the biodiversity on tailings dam cover;
much effort has been invested in finding
plant species to grow on tailings dams,
with varied success. A nature-based
approach prioritises the necessity of
complex and biodiverse ecosystems for
long-term sustainability.
“Another field of investigation is how
soil structure on tailings dams can provide better conditions for plant growth.
This is drawing on the agricultural and
soil sciences and moving away from strategies like compaction to stabilise these
structures,” he said.
The GISTM has highlighted the need
for closure planning in relation to tailings
dams to begin much earlier in the lifecycle
of the facility. At the time that mines
present a detailed design for a new tailings
dam, they must have a pre-feasibility
closure design in place.
“This kind of intervention is going to
prove very valuable in reducing future
liabilities and could involve consideration
of a range of options from flatter slopes,
different soil types, improved water management and the shape of the top of the
structure,” concludes Walls.
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SA fails to recognise urgent need
for protecting water resources
When blood stops flowing, the body dies. Similarly, when water stops flowing, a country “dies”. Everybody
knows that water is essential to all forms of life, but not everybody shows respect or pays enough attention to
this precious commodity.
Jan Venter
CEO of SAPPMA
jan@sappma.co.za

I

t is terrible to see the impact a lack of
water has on animals, plants and our environment – not to mention on humans.
It should be equally terrible to witness the
callous waste and pollution of water.
With our average rainfall about half
that of the world average, South Africa is a
water-scarce country. It is estimated that
the average amount of water available per
person in South Africa is about 2 000 m3,
compared to 15 000 m3 in the USA. The
withdrawal of fresh water from ground
or surface water sources (as a percentage
of available water) has increased from
about 42% to roughly 64% in South Africa
between the period 2000 and 2018. In
comparison, the graphs of other African
countries are flat (and below 40%).
Water resources are being polluted on a
frightening scale. Table 1 is an extract from
a UN Report comparing the proportion of
good quality, raw water available in several
African countries. Here again, South
Africa’s results are a cause for concern.

Table 1 Proportion of good quality, raw
water available in several African
countries
South Africa

52%

Botswana

78%

Ethiopia

97%

Zimbabwe

83%

Kenya

87%

Namibia

79%
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Given these alarming facts, it is
mind boggling that our country’s leaders
and citizens appear to have a complete
lack of urgency and motivation to
rectify the situation. Hundreds of faulty
municipal water and sewage plants can
be found all over the country, while
thousands of l itres of water continue
to be lost every day due to poorly
maintained pipelines.

ROLE OF PLASTIC PIPES
Plastic pipe is dominant in secondary
water distribution and therefore a key
factor in the country’s infrastructure. As
the only major pipe association in South
Africa, SAPPMA represents more than
80% of all certified plastic pipe produced
in the country.
Two of our main areas of focus are
product standards and quality – both
of which are indispensable in the bigger
picture of ensuring water safety and
security for every citizen and preserving our country’s water resources.
SAPPMA is a voluntary, non-profit organisation which works not only for the
well-being of the plastics pipe industry,
but also for the welfare of the people of
the country.

URGENT APPEAL
Without readily available clean water, personal hygiene and health is not possible.
Government (specifically the Department
of Water and Sanitation) is the custodian
of water resources in the country and
therefore responsible for the protection,

development, conservation and proper
management of water in a sustainable and
equitable manner, for the benefit of all
people and in accordance with its constitutional mandate. SAPPMA is therefore
again making the following urgent appeals
to government:
QQ Seriously address the widespread pollution of rivers, dams and wetlands
QQ Intervene in the mismanagement of
municipal water and sewage treatment
plants
QQ De-politicise the management of water
in the country and fully utilise all the
nation’s available engineering skills.
In addition to the above, SAPPMA is advocating for the saving of water with good
quality plastic pipes that are durable, leakfree and properly installed. Corroding
pipes and poor jointing are two of the
major causes of water loss. For this reason,
old steel and asbestos pipes around the
world are being replaced with plastic pipes
that do not rust and have leak-proof joints
(if done correctly).
A great deal of municipal pipe
networks are beyond their useful life
and should have already been replaced.
The consequence of failing to do so is
the substantial loss of precious, treated
water in most municipal areas. This
is clearly something that the country
cannot afford.
The benefits of using plastic pipe as
opposed to other materials have been
well documented and tested. Apart
from having a lifetime that is more than
double that of other materials, plastic

A great deal of municipal pipe networks are beyond their useful life and
should have already been replaced. The consequence of failing to do so
is the substantial loss of precious, treated water in most municipal areas
March 2022 Civil Engineering

6.4.2 Level of water stress: freshwater withdrawal as a proportion of available freshwater resources* in South Africa, change
over time, compared to other countries (and areas) in the region
In the below chart, the value of South Africa is displayed in accent colour. The values of the following countries (or areas) in the same region are displayed in grey: Angola, Burundi, Benin, Burkina Faso, Botswana,
Central African Republic, Côte d'Ivoire, Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Congo, Comoros, Cabo Verde, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Kenya,
Liberia, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique, Mauritania, Mauritius, Malawi, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Réunion, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Sudan, Sao Tome and Principe, Eswatini, Chad, Togo,
United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe
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Figure 1 Fresh water withdrawal as a proportion of available fresh water resources in South Africa (compared to other countries in the subSaharan region)

pipes are quicker and easier to install,
have lower failure rates, are less susceptible to corrosion, experience fewer joint
leaks and are lower in price.
Municipalities should spend the
money allocated in their budgets to

upgrade and replace old and failing water
infrastructure without delay. This will
place us in the position to save enough
purified water to significantly reduce
the impact and long-term effects of our
below average rainfall and avoid the

threat of “water shedding” in the months
to come.

REFEReNCE
UN Water. SDG 6 Data Portal. Available:
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https://www.sdg6data.org.
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FLEXIBILITY IS STRENGTH

Invest in good quality plastic pipes bearing the SAPPMA
mark of quality for peace of mind. These pipes have been
locally produced and manufacturers undergo regular,
independent auditing to confirm they meet stringent local
and international standards.

The ground is always subject to movement - slowly over a number of years due to settlement, or
rapidly due to external events such as floods, temperature fluctuations, earthquakes and sinkholes.

When the pipes reach their end-of-life as water and sewer
systems after 100+ years, it can be recycled and thereby
play an important role in contributing to the circular
economy. Visit www.sappma.co.za for more information.

BEING FLEXIBLE, PLASTIC PIPES ARE EMINENTLY SUITABLE IN

• poor soil conditions
• fluctuating temperatures
• earthquakes
• areas subject to sinkholes
It is vital for buried pipes to have an element of flexibility. Rigid pipes that do not flex are unable to accommodate changing ground conditions and are
likely to crack, split or become disjointed. Gaps formed at the pipe joints compromise flow performance and allow leakage. As soon as that happens, those
pipes are no longer performing as intended, but in fact are failures*. * https://www.teppfa.eu/DynamicGroundMovementsReport

Plastic pipes are inherently flexible and therefore perform very well when the subsoil moves.

D i v e r s i t y a n d i n clu s i v i t y

Repairing the leaky pipeline: how we
retain women in engineering
The general engineering and construction sector continues to be dominated by men, despite efforts to attract
more women to the field. Civil Engineering spoke to several built environment professionals to learn more about
the challenges facing women and how women-focused programmes can help retain female talent.

T

he World Economic Forum’s Global
Gender Gap Report 2021 notes
that gender gaps are more likely in
sectors that require disruptive technical
skills, such as engineering, where women
account for just 20% globally.
While attracting women to the
built environment is a challenge, the
retention of women in this industry is
an even bigger one, and often does not
receive the same attention. According to
Innocentia Mahlangu, SAICE’s Diversity
and Inclusivity Champion, this “leaky
pipeline” is a testament to the many challenges facing women in the sector.
An analysis of the Engineering
Council of South Africa’s 2020/21 Annual
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Report shows that just 7.5% of all professional category registrants are female. In
the professional engineer category, women
account for only 6%. This number is a lot
larger for all candidate category registrants where just over 25% are women. In
the candidate engineer category, 23% are
women, which is an encouraging sign.
In terms of project professionals, the
South African Council of Project and
Construction Management Professionals’
2020/21 Annual Report shows that just
6.6% of registered professionals are
women, while 41% in the candidate category are women.
Both Innocentia and Tom McKune,
SAICE’s Head of Training, believe that the

larger number of female candidates does
not necessarily reflect larger numbers
of women entering the profession, as
the number of female graduates has not
increased significantly in recent years.
Instead, they believe the disparity between female candidate and professional
engineers is due to the “leaky pipeline,”
which they largely attribute to workplace
inequities which include:
QQ Organisational cultures that are not
committed to diversity, equity and
inclusion
QQ Unconscious biases and stereotyping
QQ Human resource practices (e.g. hiring
and promotions) that marginalise
women
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QQ Employment conditions that do not

cater for the diverse needs of women
QQ Pay inequities
QQ Lack of access to equitable mentorship
and sponsorship opportunities
QQ Workplace harassment e.g. on construction sites.
“All of these add up and become exhausting, ultimately resulting in women
leaving the profession. Unfortunately, the
concept of inclusion is still a mystery to
many. Diversity is easy to measure, but
inclusion is not. It is about making women
feel valued and heard. True inclusion
requires complete rewiring at the operational level,” Innocentia explains.
A 2021 research project on the state of
equality, diversity and inclusivity (EDI) in
the UK Built Environment, carried out by
Knowledge Mentoring (Global) Limited
in collaboration with MBA students
from Surrey University, echoes some of
these sentiments.
The research found that built environment employers find it difficult to track
the effectiveness of EDI programmes, that
many organisations are looking for fresh
and effective EDI solutions, that there
is a shortage of skilled and experienced
women applicants, and that the shortage
of skills in the engineering and construction sector is due to low awareness
and interest in starting a career in the
built environment.
Built environment employees reported
that EDI programmes often follow a
tick box approach that does not produce
meaningful change, and female employees
experience a distinct lack of a sense of
belonging. Furthermore, there is a general
lack of good career guidance or committed mentors for women, and young
female graduates are often unaware of
career opportunities in the sector.
Women also reported harassment
or blockage on their upward journeys to
more senior positions and indicated that
training programmes are often assigned

“We need to encourage more women to
share their success stories, encourage
engagement and do as much as
possible to improve the chances of
success for females in the profession.”

to women employees simply for the sake
of regulations and compliance with no
employee satisfaction check and without
any real understanding of context.

REPAIRING THE LEAKY PIPELINE
“Notwithstanding the structural, behavioural and policy solutions that need
to be implemented, one of the ways to
improve the representation of women in
the engineering industry is to deliberately
introduce diverse role models and mentors,
particularly role models and mentors with
whom women are able to relate and those
that challenge the stereotypes around a
career in engineering. This needs to happen
at various levels of development including
basic education, tertiary education and in
the industry. This can be facilitated through
a variety of deliberate and intentional programmes and platforms,” says Innocentia.
Philip Marsh and Shelley ColemanMarsh, founders of Mentoring 4 Success
(SA) and Knowledge Mentoring Global
(UK), identified this very need and have
developed an initiative called Women
in the Built Environment (WITBE).
WITBE is a structured social learning
and personal career optimisation initiative focused on achieving global gender
equality in the built environment.
The pair, who are civil engineers,
have been running candidacy training
programmes in South Africa for 15 years
and have experienced first-hand how male
dominated the industry is and the challenges faced by women.

“Many women I have interviewed across
the E&C and other sectors, who have
been part of an in-company mentoring
programme, felt it was more about
compliance and a tick box process.”
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– Shelley Coleman-Marsh

– Innocentia Mahlangu
Shelley has spent the last eight years
working with Business Engage, judging
the Gender Mainstreaming Awards for
the 30% Club, where many entries come
from companies operating within the
built environment. “Many women I have
interviewed across the E&C and other sectors, who have been part of an in-company
mentoring programme, felt it was more
about compliance and a tick box process.
Very few of these women reported experiencing an improved chance of promotion,
or further opportunity for growth and
development to more senior positions as a
result these programmes,” she says.
“The workplace is set up to support
the lives of men, but the needs of women
are often very different from those of
men. The workplace needs to be set up
to enable women to achieve the balance
that they desire, otherwise they leave
the workforce.”
To help empower women and create
a network of support, Philip and Shelley
developed WITBE as a purpose-driven
12‑month programme for women
engineering graduates to seasoned
professionals as well as women in crossfunctional support roles. Unlike many
other women-focused programmes which
offer one-on-one engagement, WITBE
offers collective mentoring and helps build
global relationships and learning networks.
“Because it is bonded by common purpose and shared common values, WITBE
has the potential to become a powerful
women empowerment group for the built
environment, especially in developing
societies with male dominant traditions,”
says Philip.
The app-enabled programme uses mobile technology that allows for structured
social learning that will focus on both
hard aspects of engineering as well as soft
skills such as psychological safety, personal
branding and future-fit leadership skills.
Another focus area is the business
aspect of engineering. This is based on
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the CRUX Insight Report which looks
at the cost of disputes and claims across
the global built environment. “About
USD$50 billion is wasted globally each
year through unnecessary human error.
We want to stimulate conversations and
collective thinking around the common
problems that cause this USD$50 billion
wastage and develop solutions to reduce
the cost of wastage. This will give women
a powerful voice at the table and provide
new ideas to the industry. It is all about
better communication and collaboration,”
says Philip.
“Over the course of the year we may
be able to generate several hundred
conversations aimed at fixing expensive
pain points that all companies have. And
the solutions will come from women all
around the world.”
Philip and Shelley have enlisted subject matter experts and discipline champions from around the globe – which
include Innocentia and Tom – to provide
mentorship and guidance to the women
who join the WITBE programme.
WITBE is also collaborating with
SHEngineers, a virtual mentorship network
for women in engineering, established by
Innocentia to connect experienced female
engineers with young female engineering
professionals and engineering students. The
programme pairs mentors with mentees
ranging from third year students to women
with up to six years of experience. In
addition, the approximately 150 women
currently registered have access to webinars
and information and knowledge sharing
relating to both soft and hard skills.
“There are many initiatives out there
doing great work, but this means that we
are spending a lot of energy in a lot of
different places. I believe that if we bring
together our various efforts and initiatives, we will begin to shift the needle and
see meaningful change,” says Innocentia.
“We need to encourage more women
to share their success stories, encourage

The SAICE Diversity & Inclusivity Panel continues to contribute to the
narrative and conversation through thought pieces in the SAICE
newsletter and magazine, by supporting academic research on gender
diversity and inclusion topics, and by identifying relevant training courses
and partnerships.
engagement and do as much as possible
to improve the chances of success for
females in the profession. However, it also
takes committed individuals at the top,
like Tom, SAICE CEO Vishaal Lutchman
and immediate SAICE past president
Vishal Krishandutt, who have influence
and can work to make a difference by
pulling others up. We need more men to
champion women,” she stresses.

DIVERSITY & INCLUSIVITY AT SAICE
“We need to drive awareness of the
concepts of diversity, equity and
inclusivity. We’ve only started really
engaging on these topics in recent years
in South Africa and you’ll now see many
companies articulating their commitment
to EDI, but we need broad awareness of
what these concepts really mean. I see us
driving that conversation as SAICE and
educating our members so that we can
guide organisations to start driving this
internally as well,” says Innocentia.
SAICE will be introducing a new initiative this year, providing a platform for
successful female professionals to share
their stories. “This is how we not only
make it more encouraging for women in
the profession, but also provide men with
a better understanding of what it is like to
be a woman working in the built environment,” says Tom.
“As SAICE we are committed to
having a diverse and inclusive civil engineering industry that provides everyone
an equal opportunity to succeed. We have
articulated this in our diversity and inclusivity statement which was adopted and
shared with our members. We recognise

“We need to change the leaky pipeline
by finding the leaks and plugging
them, quickly. Because as a nation we cannot
afford to lose women from the profession.”
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– Tom McKune

the urgency of this and have established a
panel for diversity and inclusivity to make
inroads towards the transformation of the
industry,” adds Innocentia.
“We believe in advocating for the inclusion of women and increasing visibility
of women as role models and celebration
of women’s achievements because, as
Marian Wright Edelman said, ‘you can’t
be what you can’t see’. It is important that
diversity and inclusivity be woven into the
organisation,” she continues.
The SAICE Diversity & Inclusivity
Panel continues to contribute to the narrative and conversation through thought
pieces in the SAICE newsletter and magazine, by supporting academic research on
gender diversity and inclusion topics, and
by identifying relevant training courses
and partnerships.
SAICE Connect also offers a platform
where professionals can register to either
become mentors or seek mentorship from
highly experienced members, providing an
opportunity to empower female members.
In addition, the SAICE Academy aims to
launch online diversity and inclusivity
courses in 2022 to better equip members
and companies in their EDI initiatives.
There is an encouraging trend in the
number of women joining the various
SAICE panels and committees as well as
SAICE Council and Executive Board. “We
can’t just talk the talk; we have to walk
the walk. Now it becomes about retaining
those women in those positions,” says Tom.
“We need to change the leaky pipeline
by finding the leaks and plugging them,
quickly. Because as a nation we cannot
afford to lose women from the profession.”
For more information
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n 2006 SAICE published the first
Infrastructure Report Card (IRC).
It was a response to the poor and
deteriorating condition of the country’s
engineering infrastructure and its effect
upon the quality of life and economic
development of the nation. A second
IRC was published in 2011, followed by
a third in 2017. The focus of the IRCs is
the condition of existing infrastructure,
together with the effect of that condition
on service delivery.
This article is a summary of a detailed
technical report that was developed to
provide an assessment of fire safety infrastructure in South Africa as part of the
SAICE National IRC. The full report will
be available upon request once the IRC
has been published. This is the first time
that fire infrastructure has been included
as a standalone category in the IRC.

FIRE SAFETY ENGINEERING CONTEXT
The safety of the general population is a
concept enshrined in the Constitution of
South Africa, and many documents have
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accordingly been developed to guide the
development of fire safety infrastructure.
The National Building Regulations (NBR)
and Building Standards Act (103 of 19771),
states that the aim of the Act, in terms of
fire safety, is:

controlled to the greatest extent
reasonably practicable
e)	adequate means of access,
and equipment for detecting,
fighting, controlling and extinguishing such fire, is provided.

…to provide for the requirements
with which buildings shall comply
in so far as precautionary measures
against fires or other emergencies are concerned, including the
resistance of buildings against the
outbreak and spreading of fires, the
protection of the occupants or users
of buildings or other persons against
fires, the aids or other installations
to be in buildings for the combating
or prevention of fires and for the
vacating of such buildings in cases
of fires or other emergencies.

When fire safety infrastructure is evaluated in the discussions that follow, it will
be done with the aforementioned descriptions in mind and it will be investigated
to what extent such levels of safety are
provided for in South Africa.
It is also important to understand the
role and requirement of a suitably qualified and competent fire safety engineer.
The Society of Fire Protection Engineers
(SFPE) defines a fire protection/safety
engineer as follows:

The NBR details are qualitatively described in SANS 10400-T as follows2:
Any building shall be so designed,
constructed and equipped that in
case of fire:
a)	the protection of occupants or
users, including persons with
disabilities, therein is ensured
and that provision is made for
the safe evacuation of such occupants or users
b)	the spread and intensity of such
fire within such building and
the spread of fire to any other
building will be minimised
c)	sufficient stability will be
retained to ensure that such
building will not endanger any
other building
d)	the generation and spread of
smoke will be minimised or

Fire protection engineers identify
hazards, characterise risk, and
design safeguards that aid in preventing, controlling and mitigating
the effects of fires. They have the
ability to use and develop engineering methods and techniques
related to fire safety design of
buildings, industrial constructions,
infrastructures, equipment and
environment interfaces.
… SFPE acknowledges that, as
one of the younger engineering disciplines, fire protection engineers may
follow different paths to reach a competent level of practice. Although it
is important to understand that the
path to minimum technical competency may vary from one individual
to another, university programmes
are essential to providing a fundamental grounding in engineering
knowledge, which every fire protection engineer should possess.”3
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Figure 1 Trends in deaths and the number of fire department callouts5

It is understood that the competency
carried by the fire protection engineer is
used within any sector of the fire safety
industry, such as the building industry,
oil and gas industry, nuclear industry,
forestry industry, etc. Fire protection
engineers have an interdisciplinary role of
assisting project/design teams (which may
include but are not limited to architects,
building owners and developers) in
reaching life safety, property protection
and environmental protection goals.
The fire engineering industry
requires a wide variety of skilled workers
to manage the process from concept,
through detailed design to construction.
Fire engineering technical capacity significantly affects the ability of a country to
keep its population safe, while providing
economic solutions.
Until recently, South Africa lacked
formal university educational capacity
in fire engineering for professional engineering consultants (Pr Eng/Pr Tech Eng),

which has severely limited technical
capacity. In many ways a low level of technical competency has severely affected
the quality of fire safety infrastructure
being provided. An article by the World
Bank highlights such concerns for South
Africa.4

FIRE SAFETY INFRASTRUCTURE
IN SOUTH AFRICA
Available fire incident data
Figure 1 presents the number of fires and
fatalities reported by fire departments
from 2003 to 2020, based on national statistics from fire departments compiled by
the Fire Protection Association of South
Africa.5 From this graph it can be seen
that there is a continual increase in the
number of fire department incidents per
year, with an average increase of around
1 000 incidents and 23 deaths per year. In
2020 there were 63 316 incidents and 586
deaths reported. However, care should be

Table 1 Analysis of the number of incidents in five large municipalities in South Africa
No. reported
fire incidents
in 2020

Estimated
2020
population
[million]6

Incident rate:
incidents
per million
population

Projected
no. national
fires based on
incident rate

Cape Town Metro

22 490

4.19

5 368

316 685

Ekurhuleni Metro

3 091

3.57

866

51 084

eThekwini Unicity

9 608

3.8

2 528

149 177

Johannesburg EMS

1 381

5.31

260

15 344

Tshwane Metro

3 787

3.47

1 091

64 390

Municipality
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taken when interpreting the data as both
sets of information are incomplete, with
the incomplete number of fire incidents
actually being of great concern.
Table 1 presents the number of incidents reported by five large municipalities
in 2020, along with the estimated 2020
population.6 If the number of fire incidents per million population is calculated
it ranges from 260 for Johannesburg to
5 368 for Cape Town. Since submitting
fire statistics is not mandatory, it is likely
that the upper bound statistics are closer
to reality, and the lower fire rates are
representative of incomplete, or no data
being submitted.
If the number of fire incidents in the
country is estimated based on the incident
rates for the five metropolitan areas
shown, the projected number of national
fires per year would range between
approximately 15 000 and 320 000, as
opposed to the current number of 63 316.
Due to a lack of better information, if we
assume that Cape Town has a higherthan-average number of fire incident
callouts per million inhabitants (which
in fact may be representative) and eThekwini’s projection is adopted, the number
of estimated fire incidents is still around
150 000. This means that the national fire
statistics probably underrepresent fire
incidents by between three and six times
their actual value.
It is of great concern that fire
departments are not submitting data,
which immediately indicates fire safety
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infrastructure (i.e. incident analysis and
data capturing) that is not performing adequately. This hinders an evidence-based
response to fire safety issues as we do not
know the magnitude of the problem.
The estimated number of fire deaths
in Figure 1 is incomplete for a separate
reason. Many fire deaths occur in hospital
after a fire incident has occurred, and
deaths may even occur weeks later. Fire
departments will not be aware of such
deaths, and understandably so. In 2011
data from mortuaries showed that 2 243
people died from “exposure to smoke, fire
and flames” which is a figure 447% higher
than the FPASA data.7 It is also unclear
to what extent people who were injured
in fires may die from other causes such
as subsequent sepsis or organ failure and
their deaths will not be attributed to fires.
Hence, the number of fire deaths is probably in the range of three to six times the
actual fire department values.
Figure 2 presents the value of losses
estimated by fire departments between
2003 and 2020.5 In the past five years
the loss value has increased drastically
from R2.7 billion in 2017 to R23 billion in
2021. This trend has been influenced by a
number of large incidents.
However, the 2021 data from the extensive damage that occurred during protests following the arrest of former president Jacob Zuma still has to be included.
It is therefore probable that the 2021 data
will be well in excess of fire losses ever
recorded in South Africa. Furthermore,
this data represents the estimates of fire
department officials who have very little
information regarding what was stored
inside damaged buildings, the value of
damaged materials and effects on building
operations or business continuity.
To place the data in context, it can be
compared with data from the developed
world such as the USA, as shown in
Figure 3,8 and England, as shown in
Figure 4.9 Both countries have seen a progressive decrease in both the number of
incidents and fatalities leading up to 2020.
This makes the steady increase in fire
incidents in South Africa of even greater
concern when the adoption of fire safety
building codes, enforcement by building
code officials, involvement of qualified
fire engineers and similar aspects should
be leading to a decrease in incidents.
It can be clearly seen that South
Africa’s fire safety infrastructure as a
March 2022 Civil Engineering

whole is far from the standards of the developing world and the trends in national
statistics present a worrying picture,
which is likely to be even worse if the
national statistics were complete.

Legislation, standards, regulating
authorities and fire services
Poor technical competency impacts the
practical implementation of honouring the
intention of the legislation that governs the
fire safety infrastructure requirements.
The Occupational Health and Safety
(OHS) Act and NBR form the legislative
requirements in terms of the duties of decision makers in terms of ensuring tenants,
employees and the general public do not
come to harm as a result of infrastructure
development (private or public).
The Code of Practice for the
Application of the National Building
Regulations provides a deemed-to-satisfy
prescriptive approach in order to meet
the requirements of the NBR, namely
SANS 10400. Part T of the NBR deals
directly with fire protection, and its corresponding Code of Practice is on Edition 4,
with its latest edition dated 2020.2
For design engineers, a long-time
favoured approach to motivate lack of
compliance to the deemed-to-satisfy
requirements has been to quote a “rational
design” which is defined as to quantitatively demonstrate the satisfaction of the
legislative requirements to equal or better
the outcome’s strict adherence to the
Code of Practice. The majority of these
rational designs have been found wanting
of this requirement, using equipment
outside of limited approved applications,
discounting risks without quantified
cause and failing to effectively mitigate
the risks as required by legislation. The
increase in commercial and industrial
losses further supports the recognition of
this poor industry regulation.
Furthermore, lack of fire safety
regulation and infrastructure within
informal housing settlements throughout
South Africa has created an impossible
environment for the requirements of our
Constitution and safety legislation to be
met for a large number of people. If we
conservatively assume that in 2020 the

Poor technical competency impacts the practical implementation of
honouring the intention of the legislation that governs the fire safety
infrastructure requirements. The Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)
Act and NBR form the legislative requirements in terms of the duties of
decision makers in terms of ensuring tenants, employees and the general
public do not come to harm as a result of infrastructure development
(private or public).
number of informal households represents
20% of the total number of households,
then informal households are almost four
times more likely to experience a fire
starting in them.
Furthermore, incidents reported
represent only the number of incidents
reported, not the number of dwellings
affected. In a single incident as many
as 10 000 informal dwellers can be left
homeless.10 Hence, informal dwellers are
one to two orders of magnitude more
likely to lose their homes to fire than
formal dwellers. This high probability of
home loss for informal dwellers directly
contradicts the level of safety implied by
the NBR and the Constitution of South
Africa, in that safe living conditions are
not available to a significant proportion of
our population.
Municipalities have a mandate to
provide fire departments to protect the
inhabitants of the area in case of fire.
The quality and level of resources of fire
departments across the country varies
significantly. The White Paper on the
Fire Services published by the South
African Government notes that “too
many fire services especially from resource poor municipalities are struggling
to provide sustainable and cost-effective
fire services. The number of lives lost
and injuries sustained as a result of fires
is alarming”.11
The White Paper further notes that
South Africa has one of the highest rates
of death and disability related to fire in
the world. Firefighters experience a range
of constraints including being attacked
by communities, lack of training, limited
resources, delays in phone calls reaching
the fire department (people call 10111
instead of 10177 or the local fire brigade

Municipalities have a mandate to provide fire departments to protect
the inhabitants of the area in case of fire. The quality and level of
resources of fire departments across the country varies significantly.
Civil Engineering March 2022

directly), difficulties in finding fire sites,
incomplete or missing structural information on record and much more.12 All of
these factors influence the efficiency and
capacity of fire departments.

Private and public fire safety
The fire safety infrastructure utilised
in the private sector ranges in quality
and suitability. Many multinational
institutions, banks, large IT companies
and similar organisations have fire safety
standards that exceed the requirements of
the NBR, with equipment and personnel
of a high standard. This is especially
true when building insurers insist on
protecting high-value assets. However,
fire safety infrastructure for most commercial, residential and retail buildings
will typically be based on national standards and the quality of infrastructure will
be heavily influenced by the competency
of the fire engineers, architects and approval authorities involved in the project,
as well as the attitudes of the building
owner/developer.
Although industrial fires represent
only a small number of the total number
of fires in South Africa, they represent a
disproportionately large portion of the
value of total losses. Figure 5 presents
the number of industrial losses and the
estimated value of those losses. From
the linear trendline it can be observed
that there is an increase of around 15
incidents, or 1.7%, per year.
However, of greater concern is the
localised increases (e.g. 2012 and 2020)
in the magnitude of the losses as this
typically represents a small number of
very high losses from large-scale disasters.
Such low-probability-high-consequence
events can have disproportionate effects
on the country such as through insufficient electricity supply, closing of export
terminals, environmental disasters, explosions and even effects on supply chains or
food security.
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Figure 5 Number of reported industrial fire incidents and estimated losses

We have and continue to see a number
of high-profile public entity losses due to
fire, the latest being the parliament building
in Cape Town. Recent losses include
hospitals (such as Charlotte Maxeke (2021),
Christiana District (2021), Carletonville
(2019), Bheki Mlangeni (2019), and Tambo
Memorial (2015)); educational institutions
(University of Cape Town and University
of Stellenbosch); and other governmental
facilities (Waterkloof Air Force Base and
Bank of Lisbon building).

Wildland urban interface fire safety
Wildland urban interface (WUI) fires are
causing massive damage worldwide. This is

Currently, in line with other
countries, South Africa is not
ready to combat the ongoing
challenge and threat that WUI
fires pose to many towns.
expected to continue increasing based on
a number of factors: (a) climate change is
leading to the conditions required for large
wildland fires that can spread into towns,
(b) the vegetation present in many areas
of the country will allow for fire spread,
(c) towns are expanding into rural areas
resulting in more homes on the WUI, and

(d) responding to WUI fires is complex in
that multiple parties are involved.
Currently, in line with other countries,
South Africa is not ready to combat the
ongoing challenge and threat that WUI
fires pose to many towns. We are highly
likely to see large numbers of homes being
lost in the future.
If areas such as California, which
have significant resources, are struggling
to cope with WUI fires, it is inevitable
that resource-constrained countries
will face even bigger challenges. As an
example, Figure 7 shows damaged and
destroyed homes in the town of Knysna
after South Africa’s most destructive

Figure 6 Fire at the parliament building in Cape Town
(Credit: (Left) Moloto Mothapo via Twitter; (Right)
Nokukhanya Mntambo via Twitter)
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Figure 7 Aerial image of Knysna showing destroyed structures, damaged structures and the burn scar after the large fire of 2017 which
destroyed almost 1 000 homes14

WUI fire destroyed around 1 000 homes
in the area in 2017. Such large-scale
events will inevitably occur again in
the future.13

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In general, fire safety infrastructure is a
significant concern and if South Africa
does not invest in such infrastructure,
including technical skills and municipal
capacity, it is inevitable that the country
will experience increased losses each year,
rather than decreasing losses as seen in
many developed countries. Fire incidents
lead to massive economic, social and
environmental damage. It is impossible
to have sustainable infrastructure if it
burns down.
This summary report outlines a
number of key areas of concern. However,
from the primary technical document
this report is based upon, it is shown
that in almost all areas of fire safety our
local infrastructure (fire services, private
infrastructure, WUI fires, governmental
buildings, industrial facilities, etc.) is at
high risk.
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T

he booklet, titled ENSafrica
Construction ENSurance: recent
influential court decisions and
what they may mean for your business
references judicial decisions made in 2019
and 2020. Although many of these decisions originate in the United Kingdom,
Australia and Canada, they are worth
paying attention to as they may prove to
be influential on future decisions made by
South African courts.
We have selected five topics and
provide our expert analysis and
commentary in respect of each one.
While this is not intended to be a
reference work, we do hope that it will be
useful to those in the construction and
insurance industries. The five topics and
the judicial decisions to which they relate
serve to demonstrate the significant
interconnectedness between the fields
of construction and insurance law. The
selected topics are:
1. The status of interim payment
certificates on cancellation of a construction contract and implications
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ENSafrica has released a booklet on construction insurance topics with
reference to judicial decisions made in 2019 and 2020. This article forms
part 2 of a series that unpacks the various topics covered in the booklet.
for construction guarantees and
guarantee insurers.
2. Coverage implications for insurers in
a construction contract in circumstances where the construction all
risks insurance policy and the reinsurance policy are not back-to-back.
3. Contractual liability exclusion clauses
in liability insurance cover, including
construction all risks covers.
4. The rectification of an on-demand
construction performance guarantee
issued by an insurer and the doctrine
of strict compliance.
5. The controversial defective workmanship exclusion in construction all risks
insurance policies.
In this article we unpack the second of the
topics listed above.

TOPIC TWO UNPACKED
Coverage implications for insurers in
circumstances where the construction
all risks insurance policy and the reinsurance policy are not back-to-back
In a 2019 decision of the English High
Court of Justice in the matter of Munich
Re Capital Ltd v Ascot Corporate Name
Ltd, the court had to consider the proper
construction of a Facultative Excess of
Loss Reinsurance Policy, more particularly the “maintenance period” provision
in the reinsurance policy. The principal
insurance policy was an off-shore

Construction All Risks Policy, relative to
a very substantial offshore construction
project in the Gulf of Mexico. The reinsurance policy incorporated all the terms
and conditions of the insurance policy.
The intention was that it would operate
“back-to-back” with the insurance policy.
The insurance and reinsurance policies covered physical loss and/or physical
damage caused to the project works occurring during the project period. In terms
of both policies, the project period was
date defined and the maintenance period
extended cover for a period not exceeding
a further 12 months after the expiry of
the project period, but only in respect
of physical loss and/or physical damage
arising from a cause occurring prior to
the commencement of the maintenance
period. The maintenance period clause
read as follows: “Coverage shall continue
during the maintenance period(s) (subject
to the terms, conditions and exclusions in
the wording), up to a period of 12 months
after expiry of the project period”.
The insurer had agreed to extend the
project period on a number of occasions
due to delays in the completion of the
construction of the project. As a result of
an error and/or oversight on the part of
the insurer and/or its reinsurance broker,
the reinsurer was not notified of the extensions. Accordingly, the project period
under the reinsurance policy was not

The court refused to apply a literal interpretation of the wording in relation
to the reinsurance policy, as such an interpretation would not take into
account the commercial reality
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similarly extended to coincide with the
project period under the insurance policy.
Substantial losses arose within the
12-month period after the expiry of the
initial project period. These losses were
also due to causes occurring during the
initial project period. The insurer was
required to indemnify the insured under
the insurance policy but did not have
corresponding reinsurance cover as the
project period under the reinsurance
policy had not been extended to coincide
with the project period under the insurance policy.
The insurer accordingly sought an
indemnity under the reinsurance policy,
for the limited cover applicable under the
maintenance period provision (of the reinsurance policy) on the basis that the losses
arose both during the 12-month period
after the date (as recorded in the reinsurance policy) on which the project period
expired and the maintenance period began,
as well as from causes occurring during
the initial project period. The reinsurer
declined cover contending that the insurer
sought cover “where none was intended”.
The insurer contended that in this instance
“a literalistic approach is the correct one”.
This contention was based on a reasoning that the possibility of mismatching
policies was reasonably foreseeable, such
that the parties would have been expected
to address this possibility explicitly (in the
reinsurance policy) “if they did not want
the plain language of the contract to bind
them”. The parties had not done so.
The court disagreed with this “theoretical” scenario as, “the whole structure
of the reinsurance policy was to mirror
the insurance policy; that was its commercial rationale.” The court refused
to apply a literal interpretation of the
wording in relation to the reinsurance
policy, as such an interpretation would
not take into account the commercial
reality, that being that the project period
had not yet expired, such that “there was
no project to be covered during the “maintenance period(s)”. The court accordingly
dismissed the insurer’s claim.

COMMENT AND ANALYSIS
While the insurer did not pursue the
argument, prior to the institution of proceedings it had argued that an “automatic
extension” of the reinsurance policy had
occurred when the insurance policy
was extended.
Civil Engineering March 2022

In the course of its judgment, the court
considered whether such an argument
could possibly be made. It dismissed
the possibility in stating that such a
“theoretical scenario” was clearly not
what the parties had intended as, had the
insurer been unable to agree to terms for
a corresponding extension of the reinsurance policy, the insurer could always have
refused to extend the project period in
the insurance policy. The court’s view
also accords with the general principle,
applicable to facultative reinsurance, that
insurers, in extending liability under the
original insurance policy and after the
conclusion of a facultative policy, cannot
unilaterally increase reinsurers’ liability.
Notably the wording of the reinsurance policy also did not support such a
possibility as it explicitly contemplated
the basis on which an extension of the
policy period would be effected in the
following terms: “The policy period may
be extended at terms and premium to
be agreed by the Slip Leaders and the
agreement parties. All dates are inclusive
and at the location of the risk”. In fact, the
insurer had not paid any premium relative
to the maintenance period, but only for
the project period.

On this point, there is a very old (1914)
decision of the Cape Provincial Division in
General Accident, Fire and Life Assurance
Company Limited v National British and
Irish Millers’ Insurance Co Limited in which
the court ruled as follows: “Upon the point
of custom, I may say at once that the plaintiffs have, in my opinion, entirely failed to
prove any custom as existing between insurance companies in this country according
to which the defendants [reinsurers], upon
renewal by the plaintiffs of the [underlying]
policies, automatically continued liable as
before upon their guarantee policies, with
the rights to premiums as before”.
In our view, a contemporary South
African court would be likely to reach the
same conclusion. The interpretive process
in the English law is similar to the interpretive process applied in South African law.
In South African law, the interpretive process is both a unitary and an objective legal
exercise, with equal regard to language,
context/purpose, and the application of a
commercially sensible interpretation.
The judgment of course serves as an
important reminder to insurers and brokers to ensure that facultative placements
are indeed updated and remain back-toback with principal covers.

The first topic in the booklet is outlined in the January/February 2022 issue of Civil
Engineering (Vol.30, No.1). The remaining three topics will be published in future
issues of Civil Engineering. To access the full publication visit https://www.ensafrica.
com/uploads/newsarticles/0_ensafrica%20insurance%20newsletter%20final.pdf.
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In brief

Sand extraction is destroying our waterways

I

llegal sand mining in rivers around the
country is taking a damaging toll on
the environment.
According to Nico Pienaar of surface
mining industry association ASPASA,
the failure of law enforcement to clamp
down on these illegal activities has led to
the proliferation of these sites across the
country with increasingly sophisticated
and larger scale operations taking hold.
“One of the most effective ways to
fighting back against this extremely damaging and dangerous practice is to hold our
sand suppliers accountable and to obtain
proof of purchase from a reputable and
legally compliant sand producer,” he says.
Licenced sand miners are required to
comply with stringent legal requirements
to protect water sources, the environment
and surrounding communities as well as
ensure a safe workplace. They are subjected
to regular inspections by the Department of

Mineral Resources and Energy and this cost
of compliance can be substantial.
Along with statutory requirements
such as royalties, tax and licencing fees,
the costs can add a premium to the price
of sand and give unlicenced operations a
considerable advantage over their compliant competitors.
Pienaar warns that the quality of unlicenced products cannot be guaranteed and
while one aggregate may resemble another,
it may be totally unusable depending on its
composition. “These illegal operations may
also devastate local economies through
unfair competition and employment
practices that can put legal competitors out
of business and later leave ruins when the
operation closes down.”
Studies have also indicated that illegal extraction of sand from rivers can
alter the course of a river and lead to an
altered stream structure that may erode

Purchasers are advised
to buy sand from fully
compliant sellers

riverbanks and cause damage to vegetation and arable land.
In addition, sedimentation can cause a
build-up of sand that blocks channels and
leads to fish and other animals not having
access to clean water, causing a subsequent reduction in numbers. These and
other factors provide an overwhelming
argument for government to crackdown
on unscrupulous operators.
Pienaar advises buyers of sand aggregate to purchase from fully compliant
companies, such as ASPASA members,
who meet all legislative and other statutory requirements.

Prioritise responsible cement manufacture

A

s South Africa endures some of its most difficult
economic times yet, the country should recognise the
importance of supporting responsible manufacturing
practice in its cement sector.
This call comes from Hannes Meyer, cementitious executive
at AfriSam, who emphasises the strategic value – both economic
and social – in a sector that generates this vital commodity.
When it comes to locally produced cement products, almost
the entire value chain is local, creating market demand and local
job opportunities all along the way as well as providing skills
development.
“In addition to the basic requirements of the cement business,
South Africa’s cement producers are also mineral rights holders
who must comply with mining regulations, which includes Social
and Labour Plans. In addition to normal business legislation, we
must go the extra mile to promote development in and around
the communities where we operate,” says Meyer.
He points out that this is currently more difficult for cement
producers than for miners of more high-value commodities, who
are currently benefiting from buoyant prices set by global markets. In contrast, cement prices are determined by demand in the
country’s building and construction sectors, where performance
remains lacklustre.
Added to the industry’s responsibilities is the growing pressure on all South African businesses to reduce carbon emissions.
As an energy-intensive sector, cement production is researching
and applying various innovations to reduce its carbon footprint.
The government’s recent carbon tax – which is payable by local
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Local cement producers face increasing economic pressures

producers – has created a further imbalance in the market that
disadvantages local players, he points out.
“With the wholesale import of cement from countries
unencumbered by a carbon tax, there is no level playing field
for responsible local manufacturers who are often undercut by
imports not governed by our rules,” he says.
Meyer believes that the danger of further weakening the South
African base of responsible manufacturers is that the country will
need to rely mainly on its own internal capacity if it wants to generate inclusive and sustainable economic growth into the future.
With government hoping to raise infrastructure expenditure,
there must be strong local construction expertise and products to
implement these projects.
March 2022 Civil Engineering

A call to service

N

ewly appointed president of
Consulting Engineers South
Africa (CESA), Olu Soluade,
recently outlined his plans for the year
at CESA’s annual Presidential Media
Address. In selecting his presidential
theme for the year, Soluade has focused
his message on “A Call to Service”.
“The construction industry was
again the worst-performing sector in the
economy in 2021. Whatever goals we are
looking to achieve, whatever message we
want to convey and whatever progress
we want to make are underpinned not by
the what, but by the how. We know what
needs to be done to move our industry
and our country forward – it is the way
we do it which will define our success. I
believe the time has come for us all to get
involved in contributing to the economic
recovery of our country.”
Soluade believes that leading
by example is the hallmark of great
service. “This means talking the talk

CESA President Olu Soluade (right) and CESA
CEO Chris Campbell (left)

and walking the walk – with integrity
and excellence. Successfully working in
service for this public need will greatly
aid in achieving our goals and motivating
our industry”.
In light of this, Soluade uncovered
five core areas which will underpin CESA
activities for the year ahead:
1. Increase advocacy efforts in the area of
sustainable transformation in respect
of race, gender, and technology in the
sector
2. Maintain the standards of professionalism and build on the levels of quality

management while encouraging CESA
members to integrate sustainability into
the solutions offered to their clients
3. Improve on the business and advisory
support to members and clients with an
emphasis on best practice procurement
4. Continue efforts towards building
and strengthening partnerships with
government, private sector client
bodies of members as well as with
other stakeholders
5. Ensure that good governance and
integrity prevail within the industry
and profession, particularly among
CESA members as the apex body for
the consulting engineering sector in
the country.
“CESA is committed to acting in service of
our industry and our country, to protecting
lives and livelihoods, and to encouraging
others to do the same. We remain available
and willing to make sacrifices to achieve
our vision. As a voluntary association, we
are by nature in service and we call on
others in our industry to set the example of
serving with pride, integrity, honour, and
discipline,” concluded Soluade.

Redevelopment of the Polokwane Eastern Ring-Road

T

he Polokwane Eastern Ring-road is
an outer ring road that circles the
city of Polokwane. The existing
two-lane, single carriageway road was
developed into a four-lane dual carriageway to allow traffic to travel around
Polokwane rather than through the CBD.
The initial construction of the road
began after the 2010 World Cup, with
phase two – bridge redevelopment and
construction – beginning in 2019. The
main contractor on the project was
Edwin Construction, supported by
specialised applicator Bridge Jointing and
Rehabilitation Contractors Pty Ltd, with
Sika SA specifying the bridge rehabilitation products.
The first step was to identify areas of
corroding rebar, as well as defective and
damaged concrete. The defective concrete
was broken out and removed until good
concrete was reached. The remaining
concrete close to the perimeter saw cut
edge was then broken out, leaving a nice
clean edge to butt the repair mortar up
against. The prepared concrete surfaces
Civil Engineering March 2022

were then thoroughly cleaned and presaturated with potable water to saturated
surface dry.
Sika MonoTop®-412 NFG, a cementitious repair mortar, was applied to the repair area. This low shrinkage repair mortar
is suitable for restoration work, structural
repairs and for preserving or restoring passivity to the steel reinforcement.
A challenge on this project was the
large number of graffiti and old posters,
whose glue had to be mechanically
removed by grinding. Bridge columns and
abutments were treated with two prime
coats and two topcoats of Sikagard®850AG, a permanent, anti-graffiti and
anti-fly poster coating. This product
facilitates the removal of what would
have been permanent graffiti, using only
water, without damaging the protection
layer or requiring a refresher coat. Once
treated, no flyer glue will bond onto the
substrate. This unique product prevents
ingress of water and other contaminants
and protects against weathering, aging
and UV rays.

The repaired bridge on the Polokwane
Eastern Ring-Road

To protect against carbonation, bridge
parapets and soffits were coated with a
two-part, polymer-based, cementitious
coating called SikaTop® Seal-107. To
achieve a uniform colour for the entire
structure, SikaTop® Seal-107 was applied
on one of the bridges. This was a bit of a
challenge as the bridge is approximately
10 m above the roadway and all work had
to take place from below the soffit.
This bridge redevelopment not only
aided in job creation, but it has also
made travelling around Polokwane
more convenient.
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Meet SAICE’s 2022
Structural Division committee
T

he SAICE Structural Division (SSD) was established after
the final Annual General Meeting of the Joint Structural
Division, which was held in late 2019. Now entering its
third year, the SSD’s membership has grown significantly, exceeding 4 000 members at the end of 2021.
The SSD, currently led by Chairperson Paimaan Byron, has
offered its members a number of online technical talks and the
noteworthy SSD online CPD Day under the theme ‘Structural
Innovation’ in October 2021. In this issue of Civil Engineering, we
give an insight into the team that will be leading the Structural
Division committee for 2022.

Chairperson: Paimaan Byron Pr Eng
Paimaan is the managing director of
PnB Consulting Engineers. He holds an
MEng in structural engineering and an
Executive MBA from the Quantic School
of Business, USA. Paimaan serves on a
number of professional committees and is
the current chair of SABS SC 98 – Design
of masonry structures. His main areas of
expertise are structural engineering, human settlements, dolomitic design, innovative building methods, forensic engineering,
and infrastructure maintenance.

Vice Chairperson: Emmanuel Makhele Pr Eng
Emmanuel is a structural engineer within
Zutari’s built environment group and
has 13 years of experience working on
multi-disciplinary projects in Africa, the
Middle East, and the United Kingdom.
He holds a BSc in civil engineering from
the University of the Witwatersrand and
is registered as a professional engineer
with ECSA. His passion for solving complex engineering problems has resulted in him working on numerous unconventional
structural projects.

Siyabonga Dubazana Pr Eng
Siyabonga obtained a BSc in civil
engineering and a Postgraduate Diploma
in management from the University of
KwaZulu-Natal. He has over 14 years
of experience as a structural engineer,
including in the areas of reinforced
concrete and structural steel design,
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construction of high voltage overhead lines, substations, cement,
lime and petrochemical plants. He is currently a Chief Civil
Engineer at Trans-Africa Projects where he is responsible for the
design of civil infrastructure for substations and powerlines. He
specialises in powerline foundation design. As a new member of
the SSD he will be involved in the concrete and steel portfolio.

Bridgei Kayumba
Bridgei is a civil engineering technologist
with 12 years of practical experience in
civil engineering, including structural
design and draughting, with comprehensive knowledge of the design and
management of built environment
projects. He has successfully managed
many turnkey projects and designed and
managed a vast number of medium to large multidisciplinary
projects from conception to execution, both institutional and
commercial. He is the Managing Director of DjidjiBridge.
Bridgei will be active in the concrete, steel and timber design
related portfolios of the SSD.

Thokiso Malese
Thokiso is currently in his third year
of studies towards a BEng in civil
engineering at Stellenbosch University.
He would like to specialise in the field
of structural design and take this
opportunity to learn about the field
of civil engineering, and structural
engineering specifically. He will continue
to be involved in the Bridge Building Competition and Social
Media Portfolios.

Nhlamulo Ritshuri Pr Eng
Nhlamulo is a professional structural
engineer and project manager working
in the mining sector as a superintendent
for the Palabora Mining Company. She
has experience in reinforced concrete
and structural steel design, structural
integrity management and maintenance,
production of engineering drawings,
project management and execution, construction monitoring and
management, cost estimating, and project finance. Nhlamulo is
passionate about ensuring that young engineering professionals
March 2022 Civil Engineering

get the best out of the industry and is therefore involved in the
Young Engineers and Student Outreach Portfolio.

Chelsey Turner
Chelsey is a civil engineer from the
University of Pretoria. Her final year project,
which was awarded the Transnet Freight
Rail award for best project in railway
engineering in 2016, was entitled The effect of ballast grade on rigid polyurethane
foam reinforced ballast. She is currently
the Segment Leader for the Infrastructure
Segment at WorldsView, the distributor of Autodesk in Africa, where
she is involved in discovering ways to improve antiquated project
lifecycle issues in infrastructure projects through the adoption and
integration of technology, while growing the awareness for the need
of digitalisation in the African civil engineering industry. Chelsey
will be managing the social media portfolio.

of competence and service include structural designs and forensic
assessments, timber engineering training, structural inspection
services, and project management.

Debbie Besseling
Debbie is the technical divisions administrator for several of SAICE’s technical
divisions. She is involved in the general
administration of the SSD as well as
enhancing the division’s offering to its
members. She has extensive experience
in the fields of public relations, communications, events management and
publishing, specialising in the more technical fields of civil
engineering and mining. Debbie will be leading the events
management portfolio for the SSD.

Connect with the SAICE Structural Division

Ernst Hendrik Wolfaardt Pr Tech Eng
Ernst is the HOD Technical for Wolf
Professional Services. His interest is in
structural design and timber engineering
training and he has served on the Timber
Engineering Advisory Committee of the
Institute for Timber Construction and the
SABS/TC 098/SC 04 committee. His fields

ssdchair@saice.org.za

www.linkedin.com/showcase/saicestructuraldivision

www.facebook.com/SaiceStructuralDivision
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Find our branches at www.technicrete.co.za
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• Bridge abutments
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• Florawall (earth terrace retaining support)
• Earthform (natural support for terraces)
• Enviro-Wall & RocEnviro-Wall
(retaining wall system)
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Technicrete is a subsidiary of ISG, a leading supplier of
innovative infrastructure products to the construction and
mining markets in Southern Africa.

SAICE Training Calendar 2022 (Face-to-Face)
Course Name

Course Dates

Location

11 October 2022

Midrand

18 October 2022

Cape Town

17 May 2022

Midrand

21 June 2022

Durban

19 July 2022

Cape Town

20 September 2022

Bloemfontein

18 October 2022

Midrand

18 May 2022

Midrand

22 June 2022

Durban

20 July 2022

Cape Town

21 September 2022

Bloemfontein

19 October 2022

Midrand

Practical Geometric Design

21–25 November 2022

Midrand

Leadership and Project Management
in Engineering

In-House only

Adjudication and Arbitration: How to
deal with Challenges to Jurisdiction

Structural Steel Design to
SANS 10162-1-2005

Reinforced Concrete Design to
SANS 10100-1-2000

Water law of South Africa

The Legal Process dealing with
Construction Disputes

Earthmoving Equipment, Technology
and Management for Civil Engineering
& Infrastructure Projects

Legal Liability Occupational Health and
Safety Act (OHSA)

Construction Regulations from a Legal
Perspective

7–8 June 2022

Midrand

21–22 June 2022

Cape Town

8–9 March 2022

Midrand

15–16 March 2022

Durban

6–7 September 2022

Cape Town

13–14 September 2022

Bloemfontein

20–21 September 2022

Port Elizabeth

1–2 November 2022

Midrand

18–20 May 2022

Midrand

7 March 2022

Midrand

9 May 2022

Cape Town

6 June 2022

Port Elizabeth

4 July 2022

Midrand

15 August 2022

Bloemfontein

12 September 2022

East London

3 October 2022

Polokwane

8–9 March 2022

Midrand

10–11 May 2022

Cape Town

7–8 June 2022

Port Elizabeth

5–6 July 2022

Midrand

16–17 August 2022

Bloemfontein

13–14 September 2022

East London

4–5 October 2022

Polokwane

Register online: www.saice.org.za
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CPD Accreditation No

|

Course Presenter

SAICEcon21/02927/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

SAICEstr21/02965/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

SAICEstr21/02964/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

SAICEtr19/02561/22
Credits: 5 ECSA

Tom Mckune

SAICEbus19/02507/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

David Ramsay

SAICEwat19/02516/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

Contact

Register: store.saice.
org.za/courses

SAICEcon19/02517/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

SAICEcon19/02447/22
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Zvi Borowitsh

SAICEcon20/02617/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

SAICEcon20/02618/23
Credits: 2 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

All dates are subject to change
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SAICE Training Calendar 2022 (Face-to-Face)
Course Name

Course Dates

Legal Liability Mine Health and Safety
Act (MHSA) Act 29 of 1996

Water Security and Governance

Technical Report Writing

Location

10–11 March 2022

Midrand

12–13 May 2022

Cape Town

9–10 June 2022

Port Elizabeth

7–8 July 2022

Midrand

18–19 August 2022

Bloemfontein

15–16 September 2022

East London

6–7 October 2022

Polokwane

TBC

TBC

14–15 March 2022

Bloemfontein

9–10 May 2022

Port Elizabeth

6–7 June 2022

Durban

22–23 August 2022

East London

3–4 October 2022

Cape Town

CPD Accreditation No

SAICEcon21/02922/24
Credits: 2 ECSA

Course Presenter

Contact

Cecil Townsend Naude

Register: store.saice.
org.za/courses
SAICEwat19/02412/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Martin van Veelen

SAICEbus19/02491/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Les Wiggill

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICE Training Calendar 2022 (Webinars)
Design of Vessels, Tanks

4–5 May 2022

Online

SAIChE-383
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli

Design of Piping Systems

11–12 May 2022

Online

SAIChE-382
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli

Multi-Variable Problems Analysis and
Solutions

16–17 March 2022

Online

14–15 June 2022

Online

SAIChE-366
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli

9-10 March 2022

Online

8-9 June 2022

Online

SAIChE-369
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli

Emotional Intelligence in Practice

TBC

Online

SAICEcom20/02697/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Christopher Sigmond
Cedric Gorinas

Register: store.saice.
org.za/webinars

Wetlands Systems and Sustainable
Water Resources

TBC

Online

SAICEEL20/02715/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

Prof Miklas Scholtz

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Earthmoving Equipment, Technology
and Management for Civil Engineering
and Infrastructure Projects

18–20 May 2022

Online

SAICEEL20/02719/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Zvi Borowitsh

Introduction to the NEC 3 Professional
Services Contracts (PSC3 and PSSC3)

8 March 2022

Online

SAICEEL21/02813/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

Introduction to the NEC4 PSC4

30 March 2022

Online

SAICEEL21/02886/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

Elementary Construction Dispute
Resolution Procedures

TBC

Online

SAICEEL21/02972/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Adv Hubert
Thompson

Design of Pump Systems

SAICE / Candidate Academy 2022
Getting Acquainted with Basic
Contract Administration and Quality
Control

Getting Acquainted with Basic
Stormwater Design

14–15 March 2022

Online

30–31 May 2022

Durban

10–11 October 2022

Midrand

5–6 May 2022

Online

Register online: www.saice.org.za
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CESA-1574-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/21/004
Credits: 12 hours

Theuns Eloff

SAICEwat21/02897/24
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL21/02898/24
(Online)

Andrew Brodie

Register: store.saice.
org.za/trainingcourses
lizelle@saicepdp.org

All dates are subject to change
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SAICE / Candidate Academy 2022
Course Name

Course Dates

Getting Acquainted with being a
Resident Engineer

Getting Acquainted with
Geosynthetics in Soil Reinforcement

Getting Acquainted with Planning,
Scheduling and Programming for
Construction Projects

Getting Acquainted with Road
Construction and Maintenance

Getting Acquainted with Sewer Design

Getting Acquainted with Water
Resource Management

Pressure Pipeline and Pump Station
Design and Specification – A‑ Practical
Overview
Road to Registration for Candidate
Engineers, Technologists and
Technicians
Road to Registration for Mature
Engineers, Technologists and
Technicians
Road to Registration for Mentors,
Supervisors and HR Practitioners
The direct route to registration as a Pr
CPM or Pr CM with SACPCMP

Location

30–31 May 2022

Online

30 June – 1 July 2022

Durban

28–29 July 2022

Online

25–26 August 2022

Midrand

29–30 September 2022

Online

27–28 October 2022

Online

24-25 November 2022

Online

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

SAICEproj21/02957/24
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL21/02958/24
(Online)

Jan Bierman

SAICEgeo20/02758/23
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL20/02759/23
(Online)

Edoardo Zannoni

SAICEcon20/02672/23
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEcon20/02673/23
(Online)
SACPCMP/CPD/21/005
Credits: 12 hours

Theuns Eloff

CESA-1576-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Theuns Eloff

19–20 May 2022

Online

4–5 April 2022

Online

9–10 June 2022

Online

2–3 August 2022

Online

8–9 November 2022

Online

TBC

Online

27–28 June 2022

Midrand

17-18 November 2022

Online

1–2 June 2022

Online

CESA-1577-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Andrew Brodie

23–24 May 2022

Midrand

SAICEwat21/02986/24
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL20/02755/23
(Online)

Stephen Mallory

29 & 31 March 2022

Online

21 & 23 June 2022

Online

CESA-1578-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Dup van Renen

4–6 October 2022

Online

17 March 2022

Online

12 May 2022

Online

CESA-1579-04/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

8 June 2022

Online

Allyson Lawless
Stewart Gibson
Phathi Masimirembwa

8 April 2022

Online

26 May 2022

Online

CESA-1641-10/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Stewart Gibson
Phathi Masimirembwa

30 June 2022

Online

7 April 2022

Online

CESA-1580-04/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Allyson Lawless

13 May 2022

Online

20 June 2022

Online

TBC

Jeff Pipe

Contact

Register: store.saice.
org.za/trainingcourses
lizelle@saicepdp.org

In-house courses are available. To arrange, please contact: Cheryl-Lee Williams (cheryl-lee@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947.
For SAICE-hosted Candidate Academy in-house courses, please contact: Lizélle du Preez (lizelle@saicepdp.org) on 011 476 4100 or 072 356 5230.
Register online: www.saice.org.za
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